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Logan Utah

USU grads
may keep
their e-mail
I.AURA BELLAMY

SeniorNews Writer

Students crowd the TSC Patio to join in the 'Walk and Roll' festivities. Celebrantschoseto walk, ridea bike,skate,etc., to schoolto encouragedecreasingpollutioncreatedby driving.

USU students hand over the car keys
Cox
Staff Writer
BROOK

Students flocked to the
Walk and Roll Day booth.
located at the southeast corner
of the Taggart Student Center,
to get free fruit, cookies, bread
and drinks. Those who chose
to walk or bike to campus
Wednesday were given free ice
cream and the chance to enter
a drawing for prizes such as
bike repair kits, T-shirts, water
bottles and passes to the
Sports Academy.

"We want to encourage people to walk or bike to reduce
traffic congestion on campus,"
Emily Crowshaw.Walk and
Roll Day coordinator, said.
The food promoted healthy
eating and walking and biking
promotes good health. too.
said Danette May and Dennis
Allen. USU students. It was a
worthwhile endeavor. they
said.
When faculty. staff and students drive to campus it costs
them money to park and buy
gas. It puts wear and tear on

their car and it pollutes the
environment, Croshaw said.
According to Sid Morse.
office assistant at Parking and
Transportation Services.
around 4,0COparking permits
were sold to faculty and students this semester, not including resident hall permits.
There are also around 3,0CO
free parking spots around
campus, Morse said.
That leaves a possibility of
7.0COpeople parking on campus. out of the 19,986 students
enrolled at USU this semester.

Last year about 300 people
participated, but it was raining
so this year Parking and
Transportation Services
expected to have a lot more
participation than last year,
Croshaw said.
Since National Bike to Work
Day is in May, Parking and
Transportation Services wanted to do something like it
while everyone was still in
Spring Semester. Three years
ago, the office started Walk
and Roll Day which incorporates both biking and walking

to campus.
·1 live close enough. I don't
need to drive. I would still ride
my bike even if I lived farther
away for environmental reasons." Lauren Healy, a USU
student. said.
Walk and RollDay was
sponsored by Parking and
Transportation Services. Cache
Valley Veloists.Lee·s Market
Place. Great Harvest Bread.
Pepsi, Sports Academy. Nordas.
Adventure Sports. Al's Sporting
Goods Inc. and Sunrise
Cyclery.

Graduating seniors won't
have to say goodbye to Utah
State University completely. A
measure approved last week
will allow graduates to keep
their university e-mail
accounts for one year for free.
"We've been kicking the
idea around since fall," said
former Associated Students of
USU Athletics Vice President
Sam Winward. "From the university standpoint . it's good
exposure for people to see the
·cc.usu.edu' attached to the
end of an e-mail."
Graduates can access their
e-mail accounts through
WebMail and are able to
change their e-mail names
from the "SL"numbers.
Winward said.
"Computer Services will
change the account from student status to alumni status."
Winward said.
According to Winward,
after one year graduates will
receive an e-mail asking them
to renew their accounts at
USU for a small fee.
"It's a way of weeding out
students who don 't use it."
Winward said. "That way the
system doesn't get overloaded
by students who aren't using
it, but allows those who like it
to continue."
Winward said one of the
primary reasons for this is
because so many students
give out their "SL"numbers
while in college and then lose
that connection after graduation .
"A lot of what happens
nowadays is through networking." Winward said. "Afew
years down the road 1 will still
be able to get in touch with
the people I gradua ted with."
"This year will be a try out
period," Winward said.

Controversial 'Toasted' program here to stay after vote
Chambers who will review
tic impulse per
the recommendation and
year," Ringle said.
·we don't want to
then make a decision with
After much controversy
university administrators.
encourage drinksurrounding the Utah State
"We served only as a body
ing or to have
University Toasted program, a of recommendation," Ringle
other residents
committee charged with
said. "Ultimately, it's their
think of the volun teers as drunks."
reviewing the program has
decision."
According to Ringle, the
Associate
voted to keep it as one of the
alcohol awareness programs
committee examined all
Director of
Student Activities Janell Ota, RichardsHall residentassistant,
on campus.
issues concerning the proTiffany Evans said blowsinto a breathalizer.
The vote, 8 to 3, was to
gram, weighing the pros and
she feels other alcohol awareShane Sessions. a USU
cons to create an ideal forrevise the program and conness programs can communiPolice officer who has manmula for the program.
tinue to offer it to students
cate to students the affects of aged the program for several
"There was some concern
living on campus.
intoxication without the use
years, said it was a good thing
expressed by the committee
According to Associate
that the program was exammembers that this public dis- of alcohol.
Director of Housing John
"The beer goggles program
ined because it clarified the
Ringle, the committee was
play demonstrated that this is
and lectures we've scheduled
educational benefits the proformed to review the pro the typical humorous behavin the past are just as powergram offers.
gram after the administration
ior of intoxicated people,"
ful and education programs
"Even after it was all said
questioned its educational
Ringle said.
without the involvement of
and done, the committee
Director of the Student
purpose.
couldn't offer many ways to
·we had a series of meetWellness Center JoAnn Autry alcohol," Evans said.
"My feelings were that
improve the program. We've
ings that eventually led to
voted to eliminate the prothere are so many other ways looked at it for years and it's
gram because of this.
the co~mittee deciding that
to educate students that I
nearly as good as it gets."
"Probably the most prevathey would best be able to
didn't think it was worth
Sessions said the program
make a decision by seeing the lent issue for me is that it
maintaining the program. As
has been offered for years
perpetuates society's disdain
program for themselves."
educators, it is our responsiwith no problems because of
of the problem drinker,"
Ringle said. "Seeing the probility to have a lot of other
the safety measures already
gram, they had an opportuni - Autry said. "I deal with peo resources in our tool bag," she in place . He said the prople who have real alcohol
ty to reevaluate some of the
said.
grams benefits far outweigh
problems and don't like to
previous misconceptions."
According to Ringle, the
any risks because of the oversee the subject treated lightAccording to Ringle. the
committee debated about the all message it communicates.
changes the committee recly."
program's violation of not
·r think here we have a
Autry said her concern is
ommended include performallowing alcohol on campus.
chance to educate students
ing a formalized assessment
students attend the program
"The code is very specific
about their choices and what
of the program, increas ing
to laugh at those who
as to what students are
is necessary to keep them
become inebriated as part of
student response and feedallowed to consume." Ringle
safe," Sessions said. "That's
back, carefully monitoring
the program.
said. "The gray area is that it
what the program is all
To solve this problem, the
the diversity of students volis not a state law, but is a
about. It's about informing
committee decided to limit
unteering and formalizing
university guideline. The
students so they can make
safety measures and limiting
the number of times a stucommittee had some difficul- responsible choices."
dent can volunteer for the
the number of programs to
ty with the double standard
According to Ringle, the
program and to increase the
five per year.
reconciling why students can't program has received mostly
emphasis on health issues
The committee's recomdrink on campus. but the
positive feedback from stu associated with drinking .
mendation has been sent to
alumni at football games are
dents and participants.
Assistant Vice President of
"Volunteers are also
·we said in the program
allowed only one volunteeris - allowed to."
Student Services Gary
LAURABELLAMY

SeniorN1;wsWriter

Randall Fatt, Bullen Hall resident,teetersafter being intoxicated.

that if we changed one persons mind about drinking
and driving then it was worth
it." Ringle said. ·1 think we
have done that several times."
Evans said if the adminis-

tration approves the program
and allows it to continue, she
will use it as one resource
among many to educate students about such an impor tant issue.
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Authorities

selling Columbine tape

GOLDEN, Colo. (AP)- Large pools
of blood soak into beige carpet,
marked by yellow paper cards bearing
victims· names. Calculators and pencils lie next to open books on tables.
A computer monitor sits blown to
bits.
To the horror of Columbine victims· families. authorities released
videotapes Wednesday that offer the
public the first glimpse of the high
• school's library at least a day after
,two students killed 12 schoolmates
and a teacher before committing suicide on April 20, 1999. Ten of those
students and the gunmen died in the
library.
Authorities charged $25 for each
tape.
The nearly three-hour tape, part of
it set eerily to a pop music soundtrack that was added when it was
turned into a training video, was
mostly shot by firefighters. It also
includes aerial footage taken by TV
news teams that showed wounded
and two slain students outside
Columbine.
"For the first time today, I saw my
daughter being dragged over to the
fire engine. I don't need to see that
and nobody else needs to see that,"
said Beth Nimmo",·mother of slain
student Rachel Scott.
"It's something you'd see on a gory
music video," said Nimmo. her voice
choked with anguish.
"It hurts. They have pictures from
the helicopter of dragging Richard by
his feet," said Connie Michalik, whose
son. Richard Castaldo, was shot out-

side the school and paralyzed.
twined with typical school details Jefferson County Attorney Frank
trophy cases, desks lined in rows in
Hutfless released the videotapes to
classrooms, a neon light blinking
the victims· families Tuesday to commessages about report cards and
ply with a court order. He said he
wishing spring sports teams "good
then released them to anyone who
luck."
asked for them "to avoid additional
Six victims' relatives had sued to
lawsuits by the public or news
gain access to the tapes to prove
media."
authorities mishandled the rescue
With Sarah McLachlan·s "I Will
and failed to heed warnings of the
Remember You" playing in the backrampage. Authorities have denied
ground. the video, taken by firefightthose allegations.
ers. enters the library through open
But many Columbine families had
doors. flanked by windows that had
hoped the tapes would not be
been shattered by gunfire.
released to the public as well.
It shows books pulled to the floor.
'Tm totally disgusted they're sellChairs are askew, as if pushed out of
ing the tapes for $25," Michalik said.
the way hurriedly. Bullets have shat"Where is the $25 going? We had to
tered windows and punctured walls. A fight like crazy to even get these tapes
window blind is still jumbled from a
released."
student's hurried escape.
County officials have not said what
The pools of blood on desks and
the money will be used for.
on the earth-tone carpeted floor capA handful of people showed up at
ture the eye. Folded yellow cards are
the county attorney's office to get
carefully placed near the stains to
copies of the tapes. Robin Brandfas,
mark the names of victims.
with her two sons and a son's friend
Numbered cards mark pieces of eviin tow, was first in line. She said she
dence.
wanted a copy of the videotape to try
"Each one of those pools of blood
to teach her sons "what can happen."
is where someone's child died or was
"I feel really bad for the parents
seriously wounded," said attorney
and everyone involved," Brandfas
James Rouse, who represents some of
said. "I just want to see for myself
the victims· families.
You hope it never happens to your
The video does not show bodies
kids."
inside the school. It has scenes of the
Columbine relatives also said they
cafeteria, which was heavily damaged
were outraged that the videotape,
by gunfire and bombs. but it does not adapted by a Littleton firefighter for
include the surveillance footage from
the training of police and fire persona cafeteria camera that was broadcast
nel around the country, contained
on some news programs last fall.
The gruesome images are interJumpto CollJMBINE,Page18

WorldGLANce
> Juryconvicts
executive
in trading
scandal
NEW YORK(AP)- A former top Wall Street executive was
convicted Thursday of giving inside information on business
deals to his porn-star girlfriend.
James McDermott Jr., 48, was found guilty by a federal jury
along with Anthony Pomponio, 45.
McDermott was accused of giving inside information to 30year-old Kathryn Gannon. She and Pomponio then allegedly
made $170,000 in illegal profits .
The judge barred any mention of Gannon's career in X-rated
movies, ruling that she could be described to the jury only as an
actress, dancer and model who sometimes goes by the stage
name "Marylin Star."
McDermott and Pomponio both admitted having extramarital
affairs with Gannon but denied they engaged in insider trading.
Gannon is a fugitive. Prosecutors have sought her extradition
from Canada, where she is believed to be living.

> Onekilledin Texas
prison
brawl
LAMESA.Texas (AP) - Racial tensions fueled fights between
300 black and Hispanic inmates at a West Texas prison that left
one inmate dead and five others in intensive care, authorities
said.
Some prisoners wielded garden tools in the five-hour melee
Tuesday night at the minimum- to medium-security Smith Unit,
which remained under lockdown Wednesday.
"We believe it was very racially motivated," said Larry Todd, a
Texas Department of Criminal Justice spokesman. "Some white
inmates jumped in the fight, but it was mostly the black and
Hispanic inmates who were fighting."
The fights began after a Hispanic inmate confronted a black
inmate who was fondling himself in front of a female officer in
a dining hall, said Larry Fitzgerald, also a Department of
Criminal Justice spokesman.
Word of their confrontation then spread throughout the unit.
and black and Hispanic inmates began brawling in the recreation yard.
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Retiring professors
will miss the students
students at national meetings
and competitions. It was
Staff Writer
wonderful to see students get
motivated and to see their
Graduating students will
dedication, Peck said.
be joined by over 25 retiring
Baker said it was always
professors saying good-bye to
gratifying to help students
Utah State University next
who wanted to learn.
week.
·1 like the students," Derry
Tom Johnson,
said. ·1t·s fun to share what
Communication Disorders
department head for the past you learn with them."
"I've taught an awful lot of
23 years, said professors work
students and helped them
toward retiring and when the
get ready for their careers,"
time is right, they do it.
Baker said.
"A lot of professors are
Another consensus among
leaving early because they
these professors is the quality
have the opportunity." said
of USU as a univerJames Derry, prosity and the changes
fessor for 16 years
'All of my good they have seen
in the Journalism
the years.
and
experiencesare through
"This is not the
Communication
department. Tve
student based.' place it used to be:
Baker said. and Peck
been working
agreed.
toward this for
• RALPH
PECK•
"Things are
quite a while."
ACCOUNTING
changing constantly."
Tll miss most
l'ROFf.SSOR,
Peck said. "The
the students and
23 Yl.ARS
physical change teaching." Johnson
'buildings replaced
said. "but I won't
and added, how the
miss the adminisUniversity deals
trative things,"
with students ... •
Many other retiring pro"When I came, my 1000
fessors said they agreed level class had 30 students
they will miss working with
and that was big," Derry said.
the students.
"There are students here
"All of my good experiences are student based," said who are as good as anywhere." Peck said.
Ralph Peck, an accounting
Derry agreed, saying he
professor for 23 year s,
"truly believe(s) this is a great
"Working with the .Jds
university."
and seeing the ligr .s come
Plans after retiring range
on was the greate , ,· said Kay
Baker, who has taught electri- from Derry wanting to ski a
million vertical feet in a seacal engineering for the past
son to Johnson and Baker
30 years.
"We've had great people to traveling with their wives to
Peck working with a local law
work with," Johnson said.
"The faculty and students are firm and learning to finish
gemstones.
what makes it great."
"Whatever I do, I'm going
Peck said he has never
to enjoy it," Derry said.
been embarrassed by USU

> Dictionary
now
available
online

BRIAN CARTER

Double exposure

'Sojourn'byJames Russel reflectsOld

Main on its metallicsurface.The sculpture
is one of severalon campus.See Page5 for
informationabout new campusart.

Multiculture fraternity, sorority first chapter in the West
Though both are ·multicultural" Greek organizations. neither are exclusivelyfor minoriStudents from the Utah
ties, t'ne~l>ers said.
State University Multicultural
"Ttiat totaily goes against
dub have brought an internawhat the word multicultural
tional flavor to USU's Greek ~ means." said Duane Finley,
system.
president of the USU Eta chapChapters of the Theta Nu Xi ter of Psi Sigma Phi.
Multicultural sorority and the
"Don't let the word ·multiPsi Sigma Phi Multicultural fracultural' throw you off."
ternity were brought to USU
Mennings said. "Anyone can
this month.
join, it doesn't matter what race
The eight founding sisters of or anything. We're about bringthe USU chapter of Theta Nu
ing people together:
Xi Multicultural sorority were
Both organizations have sim"crossed"into the national
ilar philosophies.
chapter by national sorority
"Theta Nu Xi's mission is to
board members Saturday, makpromote leadership, multiculing history as the first chapter
turalism and self-improvement
outside of North Carolina,
through academic excellence.
where the sorority originated
involvement in and service to
just three years ago.
the campus and community as
"It's probably been the most
well as being living examples of
exciting experience of any of
sisterhood across different
O\JT
lives,"Michelle Mennings, a
races, cultures, religions, backfounding member, said.
grounds and lifestyles,"accordF.arlierthis month the eight
ing to the sorority's Web site.
founding members of the USU
Psi Sigma Phi also has a mischapter of Psi Sigma Phi, a mul- sion directed toward education,
ticultural fraternity that origicommunity service and multinated in New Jersey, could be
culturalism.
seen in black uniforms marchThey "believe that men.
ing across campus in a show of
meeting in the spirit of goodunity as part of their crossover
will, in an honest effort of
ceremony.
understanding can live together
lARAGALE
Staff Writer

on this Earth in peace and har mony. By understanding ourselves, our backgrounds and
each other's ways 0-f\ve may
we start to eliminate the racial
and ethnic unawareness that
exists in today's world; according to the fraternity's Web site.
Members from both organizations stressed their desire to
bring people from all backgrounds and cultures together.
"I want to see a gathering of
people from all over the world."
Finley said.
Both will focus more on
scholarship than social affairs.
"Allof our brothers are very
good gentlemen." Finley said.
·1 just kind of want to bring
back the tradition of old-school
fraternities," he said. He said he
hopes to maintain high standards as the fraternity establishes its tradition on campus.
Though neither organization
is currently part of the USU
Greek Council, Psi Sigma Phi
wants to be recognized by the
Inter-Fraternity Council before
buying a fraternity house, said
Brent Miller. fraternity secretary. and Michael De La 0.
pledge educator. The sorority

Theta Nu Xi members: Left to right, Sandy Eng, SotharaTieng,

Jumpto Multicultural,
Page19

CarolCabanillas,CelestialBybee,MichelleMennings and Mandy
Richmond.Bottom:SharonPewtressand April Yap

Psi Sigma Phi members: Top row,left to right,KhanNuygen,
DuaneFinley,BrentMiller,SteveBishop,DemitrioCabanillasand
MarcosFlores.Bottomrow, left to right,MichaelDe lA 0 , Marcelino
Jimenez.Jr.,Nick Renfro.

The ·oxford English
Dictionary" (OED) is now
available online to members of the USU community including currently
enrolled students, staff
and faculty members. The
service is provided by the
USU libraries.
To access the OED
online:
1. Go to the USU
libraries' home page at
www.usu.edu/~library.
2. Click on "Indexes and
Abstracts."
3. Select either
"Reference Sources· or
"Literature."
4. Click on ·oxford
English Dictionary."
The 20-volume print
version of the OED is also
available in the Merrill
Library reference area
under the call number PE
1625.087 1989.
For information. contact a reference librarian
at 797-2678 or 797-2917.

> OR(selling
used
equipment
Saturday
The USU Outdoor
Recreation Center (ORC) is
holding its annual used
equipment sale.
The sale will be
Saturday from 9 a.m. until
noon at the ORC, 1050 N.
150 East, east of the football stadium.
"It's really a great
chance for people to come
out and see what there is
to buy and have their own
equipment at affordable
rates," said Dave
Christensen, ORC shop
manager .
The ORC is selling a
large portion of its gear.
Packages will include
cross-country skis. tele.m.~rk skJJ. kayaks, canoes
and rafti,
Tents, rock climbing
gear and many other items
will also be for sale.

> eUtah
creates
online
platesearch
An online site created
by eUtah, the official government portal for the
State of Utah, allows users
to search for available
combinatio ns of numbers
and letters for a Utah vanity license plate.
The "Utah Personalized
Plate Search" at
www.state.ut.us/serv/upps
allows users to search for
available combinations
and view them on "Ski
Utah!," centennial,
Olympic or any of more
than 30 special group
plates.

Briefscompiledby
USUAND5TA75M4NSWf

Leavittsays gays shouldn't
be Boy Scoutmasters
SALTLAKE CITY (AP) Gov. Mike Leavitt said
Thursday that homosexuals
shouldn't be Boy Scoutmasters
and the debate over homosexuality is not one that should
play out in Utah schools.
Leavitt said the debate over
homosexuality "is an issue
that's playing out in lots of
different forms, all over the
country and I would much
prefer to see it not play out in
schools as an issue. 1 just, 1
don't think this is the place
for it."
On Wednesday, U.S.
District Judge Tena Campbell
ruled that an East High
School gay club should be
allowed to meet in Utah
schools until she decides if
the club is related to academics.
In 1996, the Salt Lake City
School District eliminated all
nonacademic clubs rather
than allow a gay club at East
High, a policy that was upheld
in federal court.
Two students responded by

creating a group that focused
on social movements, including homosexuality, then sued
when the district forbade the
group from meeting .
"I think that the process
that they went through at the
Salt Lake School District was a
rational one. I thought they
came up with a reasonable
position," Leavitt said. "It'll go
now to the appellate courts,
and I sense there's a pretty
good chance it will be overturned ."
Also on Wednesday. the
U.S. Supreme Court heard
arguments over whether Boy
Scouts of America should be
required to permit homosexuals to be Scoutmasters.
"(The Boy Scouts) is a private organization. It seems to
me that private organizations
ought to be able to ... make
decisions about their leadership," Leavitt said. "I think it's
going to be ... a very serious
detriment to the Boy Scouts if
(the court fight) is not
resolved in their favor."

r-------------------,
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Reward your secretary or yourself
with a stress releaving massage at
Cache Valley's newest salon!

Massage TherapistSpecial

$33·00

mc/udes:
hour massage
1 tannin_gsession
1 parafin nand wax

$25·00

or

mc/udes:
112hour massage
1 tanning session
1 parafinnand wax
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All you need to know about movies
'The Statesman' lists the Flicks to keep you
best movies ever made busy this summer
ANovMoRGAN
Staff Writer

The inhabitants of this world, especiallythe United States, are diversified
and unique from one another, and
more often than not. we find ourselves
at an impasse struggling to find something in common with each other.
People disagree on religion,sexual
preference, political ideol<?gy:
enviro_nmental issues and other s1m1lartopics.
But one thing that seems to bind cultures together is the
universal love of movies.
Everyperson has a
favorite movie, and if
you are told there is no
favorite,rest assured
that person is lying.
The discussionof
movies can cause treasured memories to
resurface and can facilitate discussionsinjected
with rational. mature
thought and speech.
However,the subject of
what movie is good and
what movie is bad can
also cause Aunt Helga to
throw her potato salad at you during a
family reunion.
The American Film Institute released
its 100 greatest movies list last year.
AFI'sslate has caused some division in
our family.My dad thinks I need to see
more of the classicsif I am going to be
a true connoisseur of film. He's probably right. Yet,the only thing I can relate
to is my generation and what has been
churned out during my 26 years upon
this planet.
My wife agrees with my father that a
dip into the film of generations past is
something that will bring perspective to
my critique of modern movies.With
that said, I'll make the commitment
this summer to delve into the oldies.
Until then, the following20 movies represent what I think to be the best
movies of all-time - at least for now.
E.T.

This film by Steven Spielbergstill
makes me cry. OK. not really,but when
I was seven years old I remember bawling my eyes out at the old Capitol
Theater in Logan. "Whydid E.T.have to
go home, Dad? Why?"E.T.was filled
with every robust element that made
Spielberg'searlier movies huge gold
mines - fear, humor, emotion and
wonderful. state-of-the-art visuals.
There is no question that Steven
Spielbergis the greatest director of alltime.
Star Wars

I'm pretty sure that in 1977 George
Lucas had no idea what impact, if any,
his sci-fitale involvinga young farm
boy, a couple of droids, a rogue outlaw
named Han Solo,a princess and a tall
menacing figure named Darth Vader
would have on society.Twenty-three
years later, kids are still playing with
Star Wars toys and still talking about
"the Force."It may not be top notch in
acting and other areas. but it is landmark in a genre of film that. more
often that not, has very little to cheer
about.
Saving
Private
Ryan

Oh.
surprise,
Steven
Spielberg
is on this
list again.
(Hint: This isn't
the last time,
either.) This
time, Spielberg
makes

•a.,

•
••
••

.•
•

Utah State Theatre
conservatory Series
The Children's Hour
Studio Stage
Chase Fine Arts
Room 224
8 p.m.
free with usuID
$5 Without ID
Also on Saturday

•

-

the list with his 1998 story of an army
squad sent behind enemy lines to bring
home a soldier whose brothers have all
been killed in the war. Spielberg's
World War II movie won him a bestdirector Oscar and featured the most
realisticbattle footage ever seen on
film. The movie helps viewers to gain
an appreciation for what those soldiers
did for this country and for the freedom we all possess.

CONCERT

•

Utah Symphony
Masterworks Concert
Abravanel Hall
123 W. South Temple

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington

Frank Capra strikes
again with this classic
tale of a naive idealist
whoisawakenedtothe
vast corruption in the
United States Senate.
JimmyStewart, one of
the most diverse actors
of all time, givesa
memorable performance. Anyone going
into politics should see
this 1939 Oscar-winner
for best original screenplay.

TheWizardof Oz
When I was young, nothing scared
me more than the sight of Margaret
Hamilton portraying the snooty Miss
Gulch and. later, the Wicked Witch of
the West, in 1939's The Wizard of Oz. It
won Oscars for the song "Over the
Rainbow· and a special miniature Oscar
for Judy Garland. It was a family tradition to sit around the television and
watch this every year - that is. until
our house was leveled by a tornado.
Just kidding.I
wanted to see if
you were paying attention.

It'sa
Wonderful life

I'm not apt
to set myself up
to be lynched,
but until last
Christmas, I
had not seen
It's a
Wonderful Life.

Yeah,I suck, I
know. However,my wife was right. This
is a classic.It's sentimental and touching, and only Frank Capra and Jimmy
Stewart could join to make this film so
rich and beautiful.
Platoon

One thing can be certain about
director Oliver Stone:when he is good,
he ranks among the all-time best directors, but when he is bad, he sinks to Bmovie garbage.Platoon is arguably
Stone's best film. I saw this in the theater with my dad in 1986 and walked
away never wanting to go to war.
Platoon is realistic·and harrowing. It's
one of the best war films ever made. It
won Oscars for best picture, best director, film editing and sound.

Schindler's
list
This film is a cinematic masterpiece.
End of story. No one will ever understand the horror the Jewish people
were put through during World War II,
but this film is the closest thing to realism ever witnessed. Schindler's List
marked a coming-of-age for Spielberg
and earned him a best-director Oscar.
Every person should see this film and
let its message penetrate their hearts.

Jaws
When a young director named
Steven Spielbergsent this bubble-gum
story to theaters in 1975,he unleashed
the opening of the summer months as
blockbuster season. Based on the novel
by Peter Benchley,this story of a maneating Great White shark had audiences closingtheir eyes and holding on
to their seats. I love this movie.
Twenty-fiveyears later I still get the
willies.

JumptoGRfAJIST.
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Friday
••••
THEATER
•
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•

•
'Titan A.E.' is just one of many moviescomingto theaters_this summer.

ANDYMORGAN

theater next Friday.

and Face/Off

Staff Writer

April 28 is far away
from the blistering
summer months of
June, Julyand August,
but it does signifythe
end of classesthis
semester,and for most.
the officialstart of
summer.Some of us
willbe hanging around
trying to suck in as
many creditsas our
frazzledminds will
handle. Others will
move back home, mow
lawnsand sip lemonade for the entire three
months.
Regardlessof what
you do, be sure to visit
the theater as often as
possible.
What
better
way can
you think
to spend
your
summer
than in
the cozy,
air-conditioned
shelter of
your local
movie
house?
Besides
allowingyourselfto
viewsome quality
entertainment, you'll
be contributing to a
truly worthy cause the paychecksof
Hollywoodcelebrities.
Here's a samplingof
what's playingthis
summer:

I DreamedofAfrica
(May5)
Kim Basingertries
her hand at acting in
her first role since IA
Confidential, and early
buzz on this film has it
labeled the sleeper hit
of the summer. Based
on a true story,
Basingerportrays a
woman who emigrates
to Africaand comes to
understand the pain,
joy and hardship that
are hidden in its vast
beauty.

Battlefield:
Earth
(May12)
Anyonewho has
seen the previewor
poster for this film, let
me answer your questions. Yes,that is John
Travolta,and yes, it
appears he has sprouted some nasty looking
dreadlocksor has
taken on the role of
Tentacle Man in L. Ron
Hubbard's alien-invasion story.If you
haven't read the book.
the story revolves
around a race of 10foot aliens called
"Psychlos"who have
begun mining the
planet.
However.one man
in Colorado gathers
survivorsto make a
stand against the
aliens.This looks ... uh
... interesting.

Dinosaur(May19)
Gladiator(May5)

The man I pickedto
win best actor at this
year's Oscars,Russell
Crowe,stars as
Maximus,a Roman
centurion and potential heir to the Roman
Empire.Maximussoon
finds himself a tad bit
cranky when the
Emperor'sson "downsizes"the current leadership and banishes
Maximus,who swears
he willreturn to Rome
to seek his revenge.
This flicklooks like it
willrock.and since I'm
a huge RussellCrowe
fan, I'll be at the

Disney'slatest feat
of animation combines
computer-animated
characterswith liveaction backgrounds.It
tells the story of a
young dinosaur who is
separated from his parents after a devastating
meteor impact. He is
raised by sloths in a
nearby jungle. and
upon growingup he
sets out to find his heritage.Julianna
Marguiles,Alfre
Woodardand Keifer
Sutherland lend their
voicesto this sure-fire
blockbuster.

Mission:ImpossibleH
(May24)
Torn Cruise reprises
his role as IMFagent
Ethan Hunt in the
sequel to 1996's
Mission: Impossible.

Hunt leads a team of
IMFagents in a mission to track down an
international criminal
carrying a toxicvirus.
Don't see this flick
because of Tom Cruise,
though. See it because
of John Woo,who
directed Broken Arrow

Salt Lake City

a p.m .
$8 with USU ID
$14 to $33 without ID
Also on Saturday

BigMomma~House

THEATER

(June2)
Martin Lawrence
stars with Nia Long as
an FBIagent sent to
Georgia to protect a
single mother and her
child from an escaped
convict.However.in
order to remain incognito. he must masquerade as a crass,old
grandmother.

•

Shenandoah

•

Gonein SixtySeconds
(June 9)

This willmark the
third Jerry
Bruckheimerfilm for
NicolasCage,who
starred previouslyin
The Rockand Con Air.
Cagejoins Robert
Duvall,AngelinaJolie
and Giovanni Ribisiin
this high-octane flick
about a group of car
thieveswho plan one
more heist before retiring.Trouble stirs when
another gang of car
thievesset their sights
on the same heist.
Shaft Returns
(June 16)

Two words - well.
three if you count the
initial - Samuel L
Jackson.Did you really
expect any one else to
portray the tough-talking detectivewho
became popular in the
1960's?The detective
who "isthe sex
machine with all the
chicks· is hired by a
Harlem mob boss to
find his kidnapped
daughter and make the
responsibleparties pay
for their sins.

ntanAE. (June 16)
I'm putting money
on the supposition that
this animated sci-fl
adventure flops in the
worstway at the box
office.The story begins
years after Earth has
been obliterated by
aliens and followsthe
journey of a young
man named Cale,who
is searching for a mythical ship that holds the
secretsto mankind's
salvation.On the positive side,you have the
voicesof Matt Damon.

JumptoSUMMQ\.Page7

Rodgers Memorial
Theatre
292 E. Pages Lane
Centerville
$11 with student ID,
$11 senior citizens.
$12 adults,
$10 children
801-298-1302 for tickets
Runs Mondays,
Thursdays , Fridays
and Satrudays
Through June 3

CONCERT

•

••
•
••
•••
••
•
••

Hambone
Pier 49 Pizza
245 N. Main Street
9 p.m.
$5

Saturday
••••
TALENTSHOW

•

Cultural Stone Soup
KSM Guitars
349 N. Main Street
1:30 p.m.
free

SPECIALOLYMPICS

•

North Track
8 a.m. to 5 p.m .
free

CONCERT

••
••
••
••
•
•••

•

•••
•
••
••
•

•

Cinnamon Brown and
the Eskimos
with Jogan Janes
Taggart Student
center
9 p.m .
free

Thursday

••••

BENEFIT

•

Chad Hurst
Funeral Costs
Ouim in a Pipkin
The Laugh
Public Disorder
The Blacklist
335 N. Main street
6 p.m .
$5

••
•
•••
•••

you have Information
that you WOUidlike
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please e-maff ft to
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Artand
Soul

/

Above: 'Metal Sculpture'is by RichardM . Johnston, one of
threejurors who will be judging the new sculpturesbrought

to the USU campusas part of the First LoganBiennial
NationalOutdoor SculptureExhibition. It is on display in
the parkinglot in front of the ChaseFineArts Building.
Left: 'Graniteand Bronze' is a sculpture by Brett Hunter, a
sculptorfrom Ohio.It is beingdisplayedin front of the
ComputerCenterBuilding.
Below: 'ConcentricArcs' is a sculptureby John Ohran, a
sculptorfrom Michigan. JI is on display in front of the
ScienceEngineeringResearchBuilding.
Lower-left: Haisten Marie repaintsJosephKinnebrew's

'SNAFU.' The Riant yellow sculpturewas a gift from Janet
Quinney to the NoraEcclesHarrisonMusium of Art.

MayReleaseParties:
Britney
SpearsOops.../ DidIt Again•May15th,11p.m.
PearlJamBinaural•
May15th,11p.m.
Matchbox
Twenty
Tl,eMadSeason•May22nd,11p.m.
. '..~on
. HenleyInsideJob- May22nd,11p.m.

.

:.,

.

~

•'

G

DEN FINALS
·ARE
OVER,
Some have been controversial. some
well received, some largely unnoticed, but
six new sculptures were placed at various
locations across the Utah State University
campus this week.
The sculptures are part of USU's First
Logan Biennial National Outdoor
Sculpture Exhibition.
According to information provided by
the Art department, the six pieces were
chosen by three jurors . They will be on
display for 18 months.
According to the Art department information, the three jurors are Hirschi Adler
Art Galleries· Director of European and
American Modern Art Barbara Bloemink,
California State University Art Professor
Richard Johnston and USU Associate
Professor of Art Janet Shapero. They will
award first- and second-place awards for
the sculptures .
There will also be a public choice award,
the information said. A three-week period
will be provided for public voting.
According to the information, the sculptures were done by Sabra Moore of New
Mexico, Brett Hunter of Ohio, John Oh ran
of Michigan, Robert Winkler of New York,
Greg Mueller of Mont ana and David Holz
of Utah. Sculptures are also on display by
Joseph Kinnebrew and Johnston .

Photos by Zak Larsenand Cory Hill

A Free Gift.!'!111
" 111
''•
•••yours with pureh ase

This adorable figurine from the Cherished
Teddies,.collection is our little way of
saying "Thank You Cherished Friends."
When you purchase $25 of selected
CherishedTeddies resin f igur ines, you'll
get this beary exclusive piece FREE
(valued at $35)1 This offe r is only
available April 28 through May 5, f
2000, so visit ·us today!

by~,

Vieltour wel,elte at www.eneeco.com
G20{X)~(Arpium,St'OR'rt0!999f\i~;H
, Him, r. L, Enc,c;oCQrp,
E1tt:!oC06toci:
It~
01'1t.11tNYSEand f'E Ld'ldtrW 9)fllbol"ENC.
" 006!BA

Boxes and Packing Tape Supplied
Fast Ground or Air Shipping via UPS

CALE6 & FRIENDS

'Whim One Lacl:s Vision,
Another Must Provide
Sup11tvision., 661996 3' H.

BRING
• Computers• Clothes• Books • Steros • Trunks

Do your own boxing or we will
gladly package any or all of your items
,. - ··~

Next to Albertsons

Cherished

Teddies®

THECRAMMING
BEGINS.

·W

=#.~

~

,Coppin'sHallmark
15 N. Main
752-7851

41 East 400 North
~ogan, UT 84321
(801) 753-2626
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FITTERS

ALL THE GEARYOUNEEDAND TRANSPORTATION
UPRIVER.
WE HAVECANOEFLOATTRIPSFROM1 HOURTO ALLDAYON
THE BEAR, Lrn1.EBEAR, AND LoGAN RIVERS. ENJOYTHE
SCENERY
AND Wll.DUFE THEN PICNIC ALONG OUR

3

MILES OF PRJVATESHORELINE.

CALLFOR RESERVATIONS:
(435)

753-3693

MUDDYROADOUTFITTERS
Benson, Utah

DEVELOPING
UtahState
..,..
UNIVERSITY
•;--;;;;;,----'
,,4

BOOKSTORE M,QR~

Checkmate
GREATESf
Continuedfrom Page4
ForrestGump
This 1994 film won Oscars
for best film, best actor (Tom
Hanks), best director, film editing, visual effects and adapted
screenplay. It's the charming
story of a slow-witted boy who
seems to pass through life
without even the faintest
grasp of the socio-pop-political events that are occurring
throughout his life, Instead, he
floats like a feather, worrying
about love more than other
intangibles. Hanks' performance is stellar, the effects are
superb and the film is a little
piece of baby-boomer nostalgia.
• II

.

,r.

, .,

I

Four years before Star Wars
hit theaters, George Lucas
gave moviegoers a glimpse of
life in 1962 through the eyes
of four teenagers on graduation night. This film is hilarious and on-target. It made
Richard Dreyfus a star. One of
the best coming-of-age movies
ever made.

Rocky
Yo,Adrian I This movie has
the same theme as the story
itself - rags to riches, Rocky
would have never been made
without the exceptional directing, acting and writing found
inside its intricately woven
texture. This inspiring movie
won Oscars for best picture,
director and editing. It's too
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Pulp Fiction

Although this movie is proOPENS
MAY19IN THEATRES
EVERYWHEREbut
fane and bloody, I can't help
laugh every time I watch
the interaction between John
Travolta and Samuel L.
Jackson. This 1994 film

Sam Stolpe(right)pondershis next movein Utah State
University'sfirst chesstournamentin threeyears.
Stolpe,who organizedthe USU ChessClub,defeated
AaronMorton (left) in a 20-minutetimed match.The
ChessClubhas metfor the past two months.

marked the introduction of
Quentin Tarantino to the bigtime, as well as the resurrection of Travolta's acting career.
Not for the squeamish, but
definitely for the true film
connoisseur .

TwelveAngry Men
I first saw this film in my
freshman English class in high
school and have loved it ever
since. It stars Henry Fonda as
a juror who tries to convince
11 other jurors not to judge so
hastily in their conviction of a
young boy on trial for murder,
The cast is unforgettable and
includes stellar performances
from E.G. Marshall, Jack
Warden, Jack Klugman, Lee J.
Cobb and Ed Begley. Directed
by Sidney Lumet.

CloseEncounters
of the Third
Kind
In 1977,Spielberg won over
moviegoers again with a
movie that seemed doomed
from the start. Studio executives didn't feel production
was moving at the pace they
desired or in the manner they
wanted, so they almost had
Spielberg canned. Anyone who
has seen this flick cannot help
but remember Richard
Dreyfus and his mashed potato sculpture of Devil's Tower
in Wyoming. "This means
something. This is important.·
John Williams' soundtrack is
haunting and the cinematography won an Oscar.

Psycho

Robert Duvall gives a memorable performance as Lt. Col.
Kilgore and he utters one of
the best lines in the movie,
"You smell that? Do you smell
that? Napalm, son. Nothing
else in the world smells like
that. I love the smell of
Napalm in the morning,·

North by Northwest
George Lucas, Frank Capra,
Steven Spielberg and Alfred
Hitchcock are four directors
who appear on this list and
other top movie lists more
than once. That says something about the power of
vision and creativity that
flowed through their brains.
Hitchcock serves another suspenseful classic with this 1959
story of an advertising executive who is mistaken for a spy.
The movie actually is part
comedy, part thriller.
Memorable portions include
the crop dusting and Mount
Rushmore scenes.

TaziDriver
"You talkin' to me? You
talkin' to me?" Robert DeNiro
uttered those famous lines in
Martin Scorsese's 1976 depiction of a loony Vietnam veteran's descent into violence. It is
gory and frightening. I
remember watching this
movie with my mouth open,
amazed at what I was hearing
and seeing. This film is one of
many that can make a case for
DeNiro as one of the top
actors of all-time. Other big
names in the movie include
Jodie Foster, Harvey Keitel,
Peter Boyle and Cybill
Shepherd, Bernard Herrmann,
who also did the score for

Alfred Hitchcock is a master of film, and his 1960 film
about the Bates Motel proves
Psycho,Citizen Kane, Vertigo
his status as directorial god,
and Cape Fear,did the musiEverything about this film is
superb - the sets (Bates
cal score.
Motel: 12 cabins, 12 vacancies},
Raidersof theLostArie
the acting (Anthony Perkins)
and the haunting score by
Bernard Herrmann , This film
The first installment of the
Indiana Jones trilogy is my
is 40 years old and it still has
the power to scare more than
favorite. It is the story of an
slasher films of our day.
archeologist hired by the
United States government to
ApocalypseNow
find the Ark of the Covenant
before the Nazis do.
Francis Ford Coppola's 1979 Conceived by George Lucas
and Steven Spielberg, this film,
controversial Vietnam War
starring Harrison Ford, is a
epic is based on Joseph
Conrad's "Heart of Darkness,"
full-throttle roller coaster ride
from beginning to end. I saw
and trust me, this film is dark.
this in the theater with my
However, its power overshadfather and vowed I would
ows its darkness, The story
revolves around a government
travel the globe and become
an archeologist just like Indy.
special agent (Martin Sheen)
Of course, all I ever did was
who must travel into
wear my dad's leather coat,
Cambodia to ·terminate with
extreme prejudice" a military
whip a jump rope around
trees saying, ·snakes. Why did
officer (Marlon Brando) who
it have to be snakes?"
has jumped off the deep end.

~pring
Buyback:
INTRODUCIN,
THIA,,11
BlUIBOOH
TIXTBOOH
BUYBACK
April 28-May 5

If your textbook is not listedon the
websrte,pleasecheckat Book Buyback
for addrtionalinfonnation.Yourbook
may still havemonetary value.

ValleyUiew
APartments

The value of your used textbook.

-.
www.bookstore.usu.edu

Search
and find out the buyback value of your
textbook

ltlllSlute
UNIVl:lltSITV

BOOKSTORE

(depending
on national demand)

'"Textbook must be adoptt,d (ordered) by USU faculty. Ful:
buyback value will be given until order quantities are m~t.
after which value is dependant upon national supply ~nd
demand. Some textbooks may have no buyback value due
to class requirements .

Now

•cceptlng rent for

Sumntef and F•II lOOO

N□W

SHOWING
=

TOl' STO~l' i
Fri&Sat7 &9 p.m.
Mon
7 pm

258-2141

ToyStory2
(G)
Nightly 7:00 Sat.

2:45, 4:45

Amencan
Beauty
(R)"Best Picture," with Kevin Spacey,

Best Actor
Nightly 9:00
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SUMMER
ContinuedfromPage4
Drew Barrymoreand Bill
Pullman.On the downside,
history has shown that animation is for kids and not for
adults.
Qncken Run(June 23)
Mel Gibson lends his voice
to this dayrnation feature
about a group of chickenswho
plah an escapefrom a poultry
farm after realizingthey are to
become someone's dinner. The
creator of "Wallace&
Grommet"is doing this film.
M~ MyselfandIrene (June 23)

Jim Carrey stars with Rene
Zellweger(JerryMaguire) in a
story about a Rhode Island
policemanwho suffersfrom
schizophrenia.His two personalities - one an innocent nice
guy and the other a womanizing jerk - fall for the same
woman. The Farrellybrothers
(Dumb and Dumber, KingPin,
There'sSomething About
Mal)') are the brains behind

Directedand producedby the
duo that brought us
IndependenceDay, the film
revolvesaround a pacifistwho
finds himself thrust into the
RevolutionaryWar when his
wifeis killed by Britishsoldiers.
Mel Gibson stars in this film
that is being billed as Saving
Private Ryanmeets Braveheart
John Williams(Superman,
Raidersof the Lost Ark.Star
Wars,JurassicPark) is doing

the musical scorefor the film.

ThePerfectStDnn(June 30)
SebastianJunger'sbook
about a sword-fishingboat
caught in one of the worst
storms in history was an
instant bestseller.Filmmaker
Wolfgang Petersen (Air Force
One) is hoping the same will
happen with his film version
of Junger'sbook. So far, based
on the trailers,the special
effectsare jaw-dropping.We'll
see how GeorgeClooneyand
Mark Wahlbergdo in the lead
roles.
X-Men(July14)

Brian Singer'sfilm adaptation of the comicbook series
looks ready to rumble based
TheAdventuresofRockyand
on the trailers and special
BuDwinkle
{June30)
effects.Audiencesare leery
about comicbook films after
I am makingyou a promise severalBatman mishaps,and
right now:I willnot see this
the potential failure of this
film. Period.I hated this carmovie could send several
toon growingup and I'm sure, comic-book-to-filmprojects
unless I ingest some serious
into developmenthell. X-Men
narcotics,I won't enjoy the film stars Patrick Stewart,Ian
version.Why even explain the
McKellan,Hugh Jackman and
premise?The same flying
Anna Paquin.
squirrelwho has yet to hit
puberty and the same dim-wit- Whatlies Beneath(July21)
ted moose star in a live action
Harrison Ford stars with
versionof the cartoon. Jason
MichellePfiefferin this superAlexander,Rene Russoand
natural thriller from director
Robert DeNiro star as the evil
Robert Zemeckis(Forrest
villains.One question: Mr.
Gump). Fordand Pfiefferplay
DeNiro,what are you thinkhusband and wifewho find
ing?
their new lakesidehouse isn't
all it's crackedup to be. This is
ThePatriot(June 30)
one of many supernatural features that willbe hitting the
I am making you another
promise,right now:This willbe big screen throughout the followingyear. Allof a sudden
the mega-hit of the summer.
this comedy.

everybodylovesa scary movie.
Blame The Sixth Sense.

HollowMan(July28)
Paul Verhoeven.who
brought us such classicsas
BasicInstinct, Total Recall,
Robocopand Starship
Troopers,is retellingthe story

of the invisibleman, with a
twist.Three scientistshappen
upon a discovery- the ability
to tum a person invisible.
However,when one of the scientists tests the drug on himself,he not only finds it renders him invisible,but that it is
turning him insane. This film
stars Kevin Bacon,Elisabeth
Shue and Josh Brolin.

TheNutty ProfessorH:The
Klumps(July28)
EddieMurphy stars in this
sequel to the 1996 remake of
the classicJerry Lewisfilm.In
this go around, Professor
Klump has developeda formula for eternal youth, but his
alter ego, BuddyLove,has
other plans for the formula.
Let us hope that this July outing is better than last year's
EddieMurphy/Martin
Lawrencedud, Life.
SpaceCowboys(August4)
AllI can say is,wow.What a
cast. Clint Eastwood,Tommy
Lee Jones,James Gamer and
Donald Sutherland star in this
film about four "fossil"astronauts who are rushed through
training to save the world from
a deadly satellite.

TheLegendofBaggerVance
(August18)
After servinghis country in
WorldWar I, a soldier returns
home to become a pro golf
champion and tries to win a
huge tournament. Allthe
while he is receivingadvice
from his African-American
caddie,BaggerVance.Directed
by Robert Redfordand starring
Matt Damon and Will Smith,
this film is positioned to make
a bid for the 2001 Oscars.

Bester brings music,
laughs to audiences
Staff Writer

I Grade:A-

Perhaps best known for his
innovative interpretation of
seasonal carols on Kurt Bestor

¢

1-800-222-1473

breathing exhaust fumes twice a day?
For more information, park your
mouse at www.eckerd.org.
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on the trumpet.
Bestor prefaced one song
Christmas Volumes One and
Two. the Utah-based compos- by saying to the audience,
er and performer launched his "Thiswill sound more like the
career writing music for televi- music I am known for, like
Christmas music, the stuff you
sion and movies.Last weekend, he was in Salt Lake City. • fall asleep to - that's not a
Kurt Bestor performed and cut in my case.Just don't do it
tonight."
conducted some of his music
He proved it is possibleto
Saturday night, entertaining
incorporate humor at the
the audience at Abravanel
symphony.
Hall with his music and
During the second half of
humor. Bestor'sdelightful perthe concert, Bestor conducted
sonality and humor made
the music from his film scores,
attending his concert feel
as
well as some of his newer
more like spending an evening
stuff. Included in the second
with a dose friend than
half was a song he has specialattending a concert.
ly written for the Salt Lake
Bestor started the concert
2002 Winter Olympics.
with his "older stuff,"as he
Bestor proved he can conreferred to it, acting as both
conductor and soloist in a few tinue to wow audiences with
his music at times other than
of the songs. For the second
number, ·summer Portrait."he Christmas. Not only did audiences get to listen to great
played a duet on the piano
music for the night. but they
and harmonica with the
also had the opportunity to
pianist, and for the third,
laugh.
"Epitaphin Blues,"he soloed

MOVIE
HOTLINE inefour
753-6444
Theaters

Why start your day stuck in traffic?
There's no such thing as rush hour at
an EYAwilderness camp. Our youth
counselors live and work year-round
in some of the most beautiful,
natural settings in the eastern United
States. Hike the Appalachian Trail.
Canoe the Suwanee. Sleep under the
stars. Develop personal relationships.
And help at-risk kids get back
on the right path. Doesn't that
sound a lot better than

t :Smt
oftht:StSt!,,

Music
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Besure to pickup a copyof the Statesmannext fall
and read about whateverwe'recoveringby then.

797-1762

sports@statesman.usu.edu

The Jazz
won't win
it, just
ask the
McBrides

Curtis' home runs
.lift Utah State past
Colorado State 4-0
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

rnE HOB.SONHur
I CaseyHobson
One
week left.
This
being my
f i n a I
Hobson
Hut of the
year,
I
just want
to pay homage to a couple of
people before we get into the
really good stuff. There's a
handful of people who have
been there through thick and
thicker, thinner and thinnest.
These people are loyalists.
They are the few, the proud,
the ones who grab a copy of
the Statesman every Friday
and read The Hobson Hut.
They are ... (excuse me while
I wipe away the tears) ...
friends in the truest since of
the word.
So, to Cameron and Nate
McBride and anyone else
who's read this column
throughout the year, thanks.
You all are the heart and soul
behind the Statesman. You
are the reason I have a job.
And we really do it all for
you. Do you think the majority of us here in the news
room really care what the
Associated Students of Utah
State University do during
their meetings? Don't kid
yourselves. Most of us couldn't care less.
However, there are some
people out there that want to
know about ASUSU events.
There are some people out
there wanting to know where
the best ribs in town are.
There are a choice few who
care about what happens
when the USU police capture
stray dogs.
And there are even a couple of people who wanted to
know what the basketball
team did in Reno for fun. The
Statesman is for you people.
We don't care about our
grades - that's the greatest
thing about majoring in communications: You don't have
to get good grades. I'm living
proof of that. You just need
good clips. In fact, if your
clips are good enough, you
don't even need a college
degree.
But back to the point at
hand. We don't care about
our grades. We only care
about informing you, the
reader. Our interests don't
matter. To hell with 'em. If
it's good for you, that's what
we do.
I interviewed someone the
other day that told me,
"Nothing is too good for your
fellow human being," and
that's the philosophy we use
to r-,Jt together every issue of
the ·tatesman.
Su, for all of you out there
who not only read The
Hobson Hut regularly, but
the rest of the paper too,
thanks. It's been an honor.
Now that we've got all the
sappy stuff out of the way, I
just want to say the Utah Jazz
are not going to win it all this
year. They're playing good
ball, but it's not going to happen.
Do you want to know
why? Well I'll tell you.
Oops, I've rambled for so
long that I don't have enough
room to explain myself. I'll
tell you next year.
Y'all
have
fun, and
remember, the Force will be
with you ... always.
Casey Hobson is the sports
editor at the Statesman. His
goal this summer is to make it
out to Boston to catch a game
at Finway Park. E-mail him at
hobsonhut@hotmail.com and
let him know where you'd
most like to see a game.

USUleft fielder Markean Neal catchesa flyball during the Aggies 4-0 victory over
ColoradoState. With the victory, the Aggiesimprovedto 15-25on the season.

Maybe after a few more home
runs Heather Curtis might learn a
home run strut. But for now, she's
content on just hitting them.
Curtis hit a double, single and was
walked in addition to her two-run
home run to lead the Aggies (15-25)
to an easy 4-0 win over Colorado
State University.
The sophomore shortstop drove in
or scored all four Aggie runs. The
home run was her career's second.
"I felt good during warm-up;
Curtis said.
·u·s nice to see her get the power
at the two spot (in the line up)," head
coach Pam McCreesh said.
As for Utah State University's
pitching, Kristin Hommel had a
no-hitter through five and a third
innings on her way to a completegame shutout.
The Rams (15-25), who opted to
only play one game instead of the
scheduled doubleheader, were a
warm-up for the Aggies as they take
on red-hot California State University
at Fullerton Saturday (1 p.m. and 3
p.m.) and Sunday (1 p.m.).
"I like one and done," McCreesh
said.
The Titans (12-3, 37-11) are tied
for first with Long Beach State
University who swept the Aggies in
three games last weekend.

"Fullerton is on fire," McCreesh
said, "it's no secret."
But the Aggies will have some
momentum, as Hommel finally got
some run support.
"It was really nice," Hommel said.
"Our team hit so well."
Curtis broke the stalemate in the
bottom of the third inning, bringing
in Tiffany Pugmire on a home run
just over the left outfield fence.
Curtis scored again in the fifth
inning as Stephanie Vasarhely followed up Curtis' ground-rule double
with a double of her own. The final
USU run was knocked in by another
Curtis hit, this time a single that
looked like Holly Schmillen might
have caught. but it was ruled a single
and Danielle Rodriguez scored on the
play.
The Rams did threaten to break
up the shutout in the fourth and seventh innings. But a ground out left
two CSU runners. who reached base
on walks, stranded on second and
third. In the final inning. the Rams
had runners on first and second
when a sacrifice fly turned into a
double play as the second base runner tagged up too early.
Now the Aggies look to Fullerton
to try to catch Pacific for fourth
place. USU will finish up it's season
with series vs. University of
California at Santa Barbara (May 7-8)
and California State University at
Northridge (May 12-13).

USU basketball doubles up in 'Statesman' awards
Morrill takes Statesman Coach-ofthe-Yearhonors after leading
USU to a Big West Championship and a 16-0 conference record
WADE DENNISTON

Senior Sports Writer

After the Utah State
University men's basketball
team ran its winning streak to
eight games in
the Big West
Conference,
questions arose
about the possibility of Stew
Morrill being
coach of the
year.
But Morrill
MoRRtu.
wasn't having any part of it.
"To be honest with you,"
the second-year Aggie head
coach said at the time, ·1 have
been doing it a long time and
that stuff becomes a popularity contest. Any time you get
something like that. it just
means you had a good team.
"I don't spend a lot of time
thinking about that."
However. the Aggies con~ tinued to win, eventually run~ ning their winning streak to
19 games (22 of 23), which all
'.:'.:but locked up Morrill as the
~ Big West Coach of the Year in
j a unanimous decision.
;:l
This was the second time
in Morrill's 14 years as a head
coach he has garnered coach

J

USUbasketballcoachStew Morrill ~houtsfrom the benchduring

the Aggies victory over BSU in the final homegame of the year.

receive recognition for the
of the year honors. The first
time he won it was when he
Aggies' accomplishments this
was coaching at the University season, but so did some of the
of Montana.
players.
For the first time in its
Although not as prestigious, Morrill was
conference history.
Utah State had two
also voted coach of
the year by The Utah
'BestteamI first-team all-league
players. Senior forStatesman sports
everhad,with ward Troy Rolle and
staff.
And deservedly so.
forward Shawn
tehemphasis junior
The Aggies, picked
Daniels were recogto finish no higher
on team.' nized with that
than fourth place in
honor.
Also honored
the preseason polls.
• SrrwMoRRlu.• were junior point
defied all odds and
USUCQ.\CHON guard Bernard Rock
set many records this
HIS 1999-2000
and sophomore
season.
TE'M1
Among the things
guard Tony Brown. as
both players were ,
USU accomplished
was its 13th trip to the NCAA named to the "Honorable
Mention· team.
Tournament, a 19-0 conferAll year long, Morrill comence mark. its second Big
West championship in three
mented on how coachable the
Aggies were, which is perhaps
years and a school record 28
a big part of the reason they
wins.
All this coming from a
were so successful.
"The thing that I think has
team with eight new players
that went just 15-13 a year
made us have a chance to win
some games is that number
ago.
one, with all these new kids,
But what does Morrill
think of his remarkable team
they have been very coachand its accomplishments?
able," Morrill said in a
"Best team I ever had , with
February press conference.
·we·ve demanded a lot out of
the emphasis on team," he
said in an interview in March. them, but they have been
very receptive."
Not only did Morrill

Men's Basketball takes Team-ofthe-Year
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

The Aggies dropped embarrassing losses to
Northern Arizona University. Weber State
University and the University of Utah.
"When you get blasted at Utah and Weber,
you could give up," Rahe said, "but they hung in
there. It was a lot of fun to see them bounce
back."
And bounce back they did.
Rahe was impressed with the team's chemistry
and unselfishness.
After losing to Brigham Young University in
the Spectrum - the only home loss of the season - the Aggies ran off nearly 20 straight
games. And during all this USU had no players
in the top-15 scorers in the conference but had
four players in double figures with a fifth averaging around nine.
In the final seven games of the streak, the
Aggies had seven different leading scorers.
"You never knew what guy would step up,"
Rahe said. "All 13 guys were on the same page."
Many players, especially the starters, made
strides in their game. Rahe said he was happy
with Bernard Rock's basketball intelligence,

Low expectations and high achievement.
These were some of the reasons the Utah
State University basketball team was the clear
choice for the Statesman Meri Team of the Year
Award.
Predicted to place fourth or fifth in the
Eastern Division of the Big West Conference, the
Aggies stunned everybody - including USU's
coaches - by winning 19 straight games on their
way to a conference season and title, a 28-6
record and an NCAA Tournament appearance.
·we didn't know what to expect," assistant
coach Randy Rahe said. "To have the kids do
what they did was really fun."
With all the uncertainty of having only three
players returning from last year's squad and nine
new players, USU's expectations were low. Rahe
said the team was shooting to stay above .500,
and maybe make a run in the BWC tournament.
And early in the season, there was some
doubt. Rahe said around December the team
starts adding more plays and strategies. making
the players think more than just play.
Jumpto TEAM,
Page9

USU'sTroy
Rolle cuts

down the
net after

usu

defeated
BSUon
March 4.
The victory
was the last
in a 16-0
run to the
Big West
Championshipfor the
Aggies.
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Demario Brown rushed for the 'Statesman' Male Athlete-of-the-Year
CA.sEYHOBSON

Sports Editor

It was a Brown year for Utah State
University football.
In fact, it was a Brown year for the
entire USU athletic program as the
Statesman sports staff voted Aggie
running back Demario Brown USU's
male athlete-of-the-year.
Brown was the life force of the football team this year, and
a big reason the Aggies
~lvaged a 3-3 record in
the Big West
Conference, tying New
Mexico State University
for third place.
Brown averaged 5.5
yards per carry this
BROWN
season and set a
school record for most yardage in a
single season with 1,536. He also
broke the school record for career
yardage with 4,053 yards.
However, it wasn't just Brown's
accomplishments on the field that
helped pilot the team. Then head
coach Dave Arslanian referred to
Brown on several occasions as one of
the team's biggest emotional leaders.
The Aggies not only looked to him for
points, but for an inspirational boost,
too.
Brown has reportedly signed a freeagent contract with the Tennessee
Titans.

TEAM
Continuedfrom Page8

USU'sDemario Brown(21)plowedthrough the competitionthis season,rushingfor over 1,500yards - a schoolrecord.Brown rushedfor over 200 yards on threeseparateoccasions.

Volleyball's season bumps off competition
WADE DENNISTON

Shawn Daniels' overall skill,
Dimitri Jorssen's and Tony
Brown's defensive improvements and senior Troy
Rolle's unselfishness in taking on a new role on the
team.
Brennan Ray added a lot
to his game, Rahe said, and
Dion Bailey, Curtis Bobb and
Rashaun Thomas all gave
great lifts off the bench. Even
players deep on the bench or
injured off-on throughout
the season like Dan Stewart
or Andre Mahorn made key
contributions.
But as the saying goes, all
good things must come to an
end.
Defending NCAA champions University of
Connecticut finished USU's
season by giving the Aggies a
75-67 NCAA first round
tournament loss.
Utah State gave UCONN
a tough game, but the inexperience of being in the
NCAA tournament for the
first time might have done
them in.
"There's a lot of ·wow'
going on," Rahe said.
"Everything was new to
them."
Although the entire team
will return for next season,
with the notable exception of
Rolle, next season will be
very different because of
altered expectations.
"We've got to work hard,"
Rahe said. •If you relax, you
will get beat."
The only confirmed addition to next year's squad is
Toraino Johnson, a small forward from El Paso, Texas. He
averaged 15 points and eight
rebounds at Garden City
Junior College.

Senior Sports Writer.

Prior to this season, it had
been two years since the Utah
State University women's volleyball team had a winning overall
record (18-15).
The three games above .500
broke a span of 11 consecutive
losing seasons for USU, which
included records of 2-28 in 1994
and 0-30 in 1995.
And if that wasn't enough bad
news, since 1982, when the
Aggies posted a 29-20 record,
Utah State has had just two winning seasons.
That doesn't even include the
Aggies' conference marks.
Before the ·99 campaign, it
had been 18 seasons since the
Aggies posted a winning conference record (9-1, good enough for
first place). After that, Utah State
never finished any higher than
third (1997,with a 7-9 record).
But the Aggies' losing ways
changed this season when Tom
Peterson took over the helm as
head coach.
However. it didn't appear as if
things would be any better for
the frrst-year coach from Provo,
as USU started the season off
with a 1-8 record, including a
home loss to in-state rival Weber
State University in four games.
From that point on though,
Utah State turned its season
around.
As the Aggies started to win
(two winning streaks of seven
and five games, respectively) they
were well on their way to becoming the Big West Conference
Eastern Division Champions with
a 11-5 conference mark (14-12
overall).
·we got better," Peterson said.
"They started to learn how to
win."
And once the Aggies started to

win, there was no turning back,
according to Peterson.
"Once you start to win, that's
very contagious," Peterson said.
"Youjust get on a roll."
For its accomplishments this
season, Utah State volleyball was
voted as the women's team of the
year by The Utah Statesman
sports staff.
·1 wish 1 could take credit for it
all," Peterson said. "Anything like
that makes me feel pretty neat.
There's a lot of little things that
we've got lately (the outstanding
academic team and the Robins
Award~
"The whole thing combined,
it's the best group of volleyball
players - chemistry-wise and
people-wise - that J've coached."
So, with the thrill of 1999's
championship season now
behind the Aggies,what have the
Aggies been up to in the off season?
Playing matches, of course.
USU has played in three tournaments this spring and has
recorded wins over Brigham
Young University (twice).the
University of Utah and Weber
State University.
"Spring stuff is a chance to
mess around with your lineup
and the other teams," Peterson
said.
However, Utah State can't have
new players play in the matches,
or else they will lose a year of eligibility.
"Things are a little bit different
for every team," Peterson said.
Saturday will be the Aggies'
final tournament of the spring,
which well be held at Boise State
University. Peterson said the
tourney will last just one day, but
his team will get to play in at
least four or five matches.
- 1
t>l
Besides the tournaments, USU L---------·
______
___.c:5
has been practicing and recruitUSU'sLoriSargent-McKnight(II)sets the ballto DenaeMahlman during a match earlierthis season.
ing, as well.
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Track's
BrettGuymon
winsUSU-Athlet
of-the-Week,
gearsup forsummer

College of Agriculture
Jocelyn Nelson,

University Honors and
Honors in Bioveterinary Science

College of Education
Courtney Rasband -

University Honors and
Honors in Elementary Education
Melissa Scott - Honors in Elementary Education

College of Engineering
Chance Bentley - Honors

in Flight Technology

College of Family Life
Ke lee Hansen - Honors

in Nutrition and Food Sciences

College of Humanities, Arts & Social Sciences
Amanda Ellsworth - Honors in PoJ;tical Science
Deon James • University Honors and Honors in Music
Corinne Kator - University Honors and Honors in English
John Kippen • University Honors and Honors in English
Ruth Margetts - University Honors and
Honors in Political

Science

Gretchen Mellor - Honors in History
Sarah Neilson• University Honors and Honors in History
J T Paasch - University Honors and Honors in History
Susan Palmer - Honors in English
Kait Williams - Honors in Philosophy
Matthew Winters - University Honors and
Honors in History and Honors in Political Science

College of Natural Resources
Brandy Blank - University Honors and Honors In Geography
Nan Romney - Honors in Environmental Studies
Whitney Ward - Honors in Forestry

College of Science
Julie Conlin - Honors in Biology
Christopher Weight - University Honors
Honors in liberal

and

Arts & Sciences

The Utah State University Honors Program

Brett Guymon, a sophomore from
WD:Where's he from?
Huntington, qualified for the NCAA
BG:He's from Heber City.
Championships in the 400-meter hurdles with a
WD: Elliott Phillips.
time of 50.07 seconds.
BG:Yep. He's a cool kid.
Guymon's mark was the second best in
WD:I went home in ·97,so...
school history, and it helped earn him USU athBG:Oh really?
lete-of-the-week honors.
WD:Yeah.
Guymon sat down with the Statesman's
BG:So. he was pretty young.
Wade Denniston on Thursday to talk about his
WD:Well, that's cool. I read that you went to
plans for the summer, his mission for the
Philadelphia, right?
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and
BG:Yep.
Shawn Bradley in the final edition of High and
WD:When did you serve there?
tight.
BG:I got home in '98.
Wade Denniston : Since this is the last "High
WD:OK.
&lTight" before the summer , I thought we'd
BG:In December of '98.
have a "summer" theme to wrap it all up . So,
WD:Yeah. a bunch of missionaries from my
what are your plans for this summer?
(Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
Brett Guymon : Well, it depends on what I
Missionary Training Center) district went to
run the remainder of this year. I'm qualified for Philadelphia.
the Olympics, so if I run a little bit faster than
BG:Oh really?
I've run , I'll probably stay up here and train for
WD:Yeah. Is it pretty hot back there in the
that. If not. I'll go home and work.
summer. and stuff?
WD:How much faster do you have to run?
BG:It is. it's humid . It seems a lot hotter back
BG:Umm. I'd run about half a second faster
there because of the humidity .
and then go.
WD:OK. When you were a kid, what did you
WD:And the tria ls are in California, right?
like to do for fun in the summertime?
BG:Right.
BG:I grew up on a farm , so that pretty much
WD:OK. in July?
occupied all of my time and I really enjoyed
BG:Yep, the middle of July.
doing that. I still enjoy doing it when I go home .
WD:Yeah. I've talked to a bunch of your
WD:Farm work, huh?
teammates and a lot of them have qualified it
BG:Yeah.
sounds like.
WD:I noticed that you're from ... well, you
BG:Yeah.
went to Emery High, right?
WD:That's neat. All right. when do you have
BG:Mm-hmm.
to have that time , in the next meet?
WD:So.did you grow up a big Shawn
BG:Just by the end of nationals .
Bradley fan?
WD:When is that?
BG:Not really to be honest with you.
BG:The end of May, first of June .
WD:Well, I'm not either .
WD:All right. Where is nationals at?
BG:My brother actually graduated with him
BG:It's in Durham (N.C) at Duke University. and they were pretty good friends . I guess I
WD: Really. That's where I servedmy mishave to be a fan.
sion.
WD: Is he a legend down there?
BG:Really?
BG:Not really. He was for a while and then
WD:Yeah. That's pretty wild.
the glory of it just kind of melti::daway.
BG:So did my cousin .
WD:So, does he have his uniform and stuff
WD:Who was that?
retired?
BG:Elliott Phillips.
BG:Yeah.
WD:When did he serve?
WD:OK well that's neat , I guess. Let's see.
BG:Uh, he got home like two years ago.
what's been your highlight of this year?
WD:In '98?
BG:Probably last week's performance at
BG:Two. three years ago.
BYU.
WD:That sounds kind of familiar.
WD:That was your (personal record). right ?
BG:Yeah?
BG:Yeah, it was pretty much the highlight.

LetKellyServicesHelp
you findyour way ...
We are looking for great
people to help us tame the
wild world out therel
We have positions available
for various companies in
the LOGAN area.

If you are leavingfor the summerrememberto see us whenyou returnto school.
Ifyou are stayingfor the summerlet us helpyou makeall that
extramoneyyou willbe needingthis fall.
KELLYSERVICES-95 W. 100 S. #305 - 752-8816
KELLY@MOORE
BCS- 755-4303
KELLY@ICON
- 750-3654
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Women's
soccerplaysSouthAfrican
team
leading scorer Brigid Turner is
attending a family wedding,
and USU's all-time leading
score Jayme Gordy has a knee
injury and has not practiced
much this week. Together,
they scored 23 of the team 's
37 goals in 1999.
"That does hurt." Enos said,
"but we're excited just to compete .·
This deep into the spring
season, Enos has started to
play just the players that will
return next season to help
them adjust to some of the
new roles they will be taking
on.
But that also leaves USU
with some holes; the team
currently only has one goalie,
Michaela Miller. Midfielder
Marci Giles is the "pseudo
back-up keeper." Enos said.

The University staff is going
to treat this game like a regular fall game, and the Outdoor
Recreation Center will be
there making Dutch oven
food. After the game, the
Aggies will have pins for each
South African player.
It is unusual for USU to
play a spring ball game this
late because of finals - even
for Enos, who has a math final
next week.
"We're all burned out and
ready for finals," Enos said.
The Aggies have practiced
all week, preparing for South
Africa's quick-touch play and
deep midfield.
"We've got to prepare for
their style of play."Enos said.
And they are will likely
have to play with a depleted
forward squad. last year's

AARON MORTON

Assistant SportsEditor

The Aggieswill conclude
their spring soccer season
with the South African
National team today.
That's right, South Africa.
Trying to gain experience
to qualify for the 2003
women's world cup, the South
Africans have been touring
Utah, playing colleges and top
club teams in the state. So far
they have beaten Weber State
University and dropped to
Brigham Young University.
They take on the Aggies
today at 1 p.m. on Tower
Field.
Utah State University head
coach Stacey Enos said she is
excited to play this team and
wants to be a good host

www.LocalMarketSpot.com
Visit our website today and enjoy full color ads of used goods for sale. Our
search engine makes it quick and easy for you to f'md what you are looking
for. You can post an advertisement for your goods and reach your local
market area. Check out Local Events & Happenings sponsored by USU
Athletics & Ellen Eccles Theatre. Enter to win a free vacation and other
prizes! Log on today!
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USU
extendsMorrill's
contractthrough2008season
(AP) - Six weeks after coach Stew Morrill

- ,.#''f>

"I said when I came to Utah State that this

completed his second season at Utah State,
the university on Thursday extended his contract through the 2008 season .
The Aggies went unbeaten in 16 games last
season to win the Big West while compiling a
19-game winning streak. Utah State lost to
Connecticut in the NCAA tournament's first
rou _nd, ending the streak.
Morrill's record in Logan is 43-19. He originally signed a five-year contract, and the
five-year extension calls for his base salary
next season to increase from $120,000 to
$143,000 annually.

would very possibly be my last coaching
stop," Morrill said. 'This long-term contract
certainly shows an effort by the administration to make the possibility a reality."
In his 14 years as a college coach, Morrill's
overall record is 261-157. He went 97-52 in
five seasons at Montana (1987-91) and 121-86
in seven seasons at Colorado State University
(1992-98).
"Stew has been a very good coach for a
very long time and we are fortunate to have
him at Utah State University," said athletic
director Rance Pugmire.
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KarlMalone's
houseis stabilized,
butwhopaysfor it?
SALTLAKECITY (AP)geologic consultant and othAn insurance company is try- ers, and his lawyer has said
ing to recover hundreds of
the Jazzman would not be a
thousands of dollars it spent
player in any civil action .
shoring up Utah Jazz forward
No lawsuit has been filed,
Karl Malone's $5 million
and Jorgensen, of New
house in the foothills overConcepts Construction, says
looking downtown Salt lake
the matter likely will be setCity.
tled out of court.
Malone has abandoned
The builder says Malone's
plans for a guest house on
house has not shifted even
his property because of simi- 11100th of an inch since the
lar problems foundation was
unstable ground
anchored .
that caused his
'I stoodup to the Monitors inside
heavy stone-andplateandsaid, the house , built
log house to shift
in a gully, would
in the city's
'We'regoingtofix measure any
upper Avenues
•t.,,
slight movement.
neighborhood.
•
The fix was conIn June 1998,
sidered permaduring an unusu• GEORGE JORGENSEN• nent.
ally wet spring, a
Bu1lDffi
"He's happy
west wall pulled
about that,"
apart from
Jorgensen said. "I
Malone's 26,000-square-foot
stood up to the plate and
home. It took 30 metal piers
said, ·we ·re going to fix it.'
driven as deep as 65 feet
We turned the bill to our
deep in the ground to
insurance company. They
anchor the foundation.
paid everything that it took
"I turned everything in to
to put the house back
our liability company.
together ."
Instead of arguing and findBut unstable soils foiled
ing out who's at fault, we just Malone's plan to build a
- fixed it, and now the insurguest house . Malone had
ance company is trying to
• purchased a neighbor's
recoup their money," builder
house - abandoned because
George Jorgensen said.
of shifting land - and
Malone is not involved in
demolished it. He had an
a demand by Farmers
architect file plans at City
Insurance for money from a
Hall for a $150,000, 3-bed-

room house.
Jorgensen found that no
amount of reinforcement
against "collapsible soils"
would hold the new house in
place. Malone had the property landscaped instead,
shielding it with a six-foot
wood fence.
Jorgensen built Malone's
house in 1996 on a 1>-acre
lot for $1.4 million , according
to a building permit, but
with improvements and
appreciation the house is
said to be worth $5 million .
Protected by an iron gate ,
the log home sits on a deadend stub of a street,
Northvale Way, in the cradle
of two sandy hills just off
Terrace Hills Drive with a
commanding view of downtown Salt Lake and the
Oquirrh mountain range .
Malone also owns a 16acre lot behind his house
that leads to undeveloped
foothills where he runs to
keep in shape .
A geologic assessment
cleared his house for construction, and Jorgensen says
he added reinforcement. But
wet years that saturat e the
desert -like soil can funnel
water deep under Malone's
house and create voids. The
problem became apparent
when four inches of rain fell
in June 1998.
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JorPeoplewithAddictiveDisease
From a personal tragedy comes hope for other families
struggling with addiction. KUEDexamines addiction , its
warning signs and resources for treatment. HOPE:
Dealittg
WithAddictive
Disease
is about courage, dedication and education.
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18-fridoy
Moy
i usuBookstore
meHollway)

Sellyour books backAPRIL28 - May 5 and receive
AGGIE BUCKS! For every book you sell back, receive
an AGGIE BUCK GOOD FOR $1 toward the purchaseof a new or usedtextbook at the USU Bookstore.
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Stay tuned for a panel of Utah experts following at
9:30 PM who provide information on warning signs,
treatment and access to resources .

HOPE: DealingWithAddictiveDisease
9:00 PM Friday, April 2 8
Made possibleby a grant fromthe EdwardG. CallisterFoundatifjon.

(801) 587-HOPE
www.hopetoday.com
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Voicesand Views

Statesman
Utah

NO\MCHOMSKY,AUTHOR,1992:
"Ifwe don't believe in freedom of

EorroRIN CHIEF

expression for people we despise.we
don't believe in it at all."

797-1762
Editor@statesman.usu.edu
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Random
Numbers

MOMENT of= S\\.ENCE. •

31

Columbine
tape not right
SlA1ISM4NSoAPBOx
/ HeatherFredrickson
The
Columbine
tragedy.
I'm breaking
my
own rule
by writing
about it at
all in the
paper, but I can't help it. Some
things just need to be heavily
criticized.
The Statesman's adviser
came to me today pointing
out an article in the Logan
Herald Journal that said
Jefferson County officials
released video taken just one
day after the gruesome murders of 1 2 students, one
teacher and the two gunmen.
These tapes are being sold for

Number of
bloodtests the
average
American has.

75
Number of
times the averageAmerican
has their blood
pressure
checked.

463
Number of
prescriptionsthe
average
American has
filled.

6
Number of
motor vehicle
accidentsthe
average
American is
involved in.
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Lengthshouldbe
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A/1le"ftersmay be shortened,editedor rejected
for reasonsofgoodtaste,
redundancyor volume
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No anonymousletters

wt11be published.

Writersmust sign all
letters,with phone
numberand student
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Lettersrepresenting

groups- or more than
oneindivid11al
- must
have a sing11lar
representativeclearlystated,
with all necessaryID
and information.
Writersmust wait 21
daysbefores11bmitting
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Letterscanbe hand
deliveredor ma11ed
to
771eSlnlesmnnin the
TSC 319, or can be
e-mailedat
erJilo,@

stala/1111t1.usu..tdu

$25.

"With Sarah McLachlan's
"I Will Remember You" playing in the background, the
video, taken by firefighters,
with the university. Often times, enters the library through
it is the case that the roots of this open doors, flanked by wintroub Ie Ii e in some sort of psy- dows that had been shattered
chol ogica I dysfunction. But the by gunfire," according to an
assumption that most people
Associated Pressarticle.
with psychological disorders come to someone's
Last I heard, the producers
attention because they have gotten into trouble is of this tape hadn't even
Last night my brother Brett was charged $105 for false.
secured rights for the musical
There are a great many misconceptions about peo- background. Another song
actually parking about 20 minutes in an ample spaced
Old Farm Apartment parking lot. He was on a first ple with mental health problems. We hope this letter played through the tape has
date. He visited me, and picked up some table tennis dispels a few of those misconceptions.
lyrics placing blame on
paddles. As we went outside, there was a vehicle
crooks, movies, drugs, bulMary E. Doty. Ph.D. lets, books and parents,
parked behind his jeep with a man standing beside it.
Direccor,USUCounselingCenter according to an Associated
We went to see what was going on, and a tow truck
comes pulling in. It was the "Boot-man" standing
Press article. What exactly is
Diane Baum, M.S. supposed to be portrayed
behind the jeep waiting for the tow truck. He told my
Director, USU Disability ResourceCenter here?
brother to pay $165 in cash (no checks accepted.)
Fifty dollars to be paid to the "Boot-man" because the
"I 1·ust want to see for
"Boot-man's" vehicle boot would not fit on the jeep's
mysel . You hope it never
big tires; and $65 to the tow trucker for his time. Brett
happens to your kids," Robin
had to walk a block to an ATM and pull out cash from
Brandfas, first in line for the
his credit card. My brother was furious and so was I.
tapes at the county attorney's
Something better should be done, and can be done.
9ffice, told the Associated
First off, college students don't have a lot of money,
I have read througti many a debate in the letters Press. She also said she
especially that much cash on hand. Secondly, $105 is section but I usually felt that my breath would have hopes the video will teach
a ridiculous price. And, thirdly, it is wrong that just been wasted in becoming involved. This time I feel her sons what can happen
because someone has tires too big for "the Boot-man"
like I have to take a stand. (Not that the other issues when violence gets out of
they should not have twice the normal parking fee. If have not been important.) When I got out of an hand.
Brett were driving a Geo Metro he would only have to evening class and headed toward the library I was stuCan't you just tell them?
pay $50, not $105. If the boot won't fit he should not pefied by the giant statue of French fries! I hadn't had How is this one video differhave to pay the "Boot-man" another $50.
anything to eat for a few hours and I actually felt hun- ent than any other movie
Having a monopoly on private parking enforcement gry as I walked around the delicious sticks, so yellow
with blood and bullets? How
is inefficient. Perhaps a better way would be to have and greasy. I wanted to put ketchup on them.
about Con Air? Lots of blood
the Parking Authority (the same that does tickets for
As I graduate I would like to know that the campus and bullets in that one. Show
the Logan City) contracted to patrol private parking. will remain beautiful instead of ridiculous. My family
kids that movie. How about
The fees could be paid easier, no damage would be is coming to graduation. Can someone please throw a the news?
done to cars, there would be greater parking enforce- cover over that thing?
There's a lot of gore on the
ment and part of the fees could go back to the apartnightly news. So much so
ments for upgrading of parking lots.
Sean Bell that the Canadian version of
the TV rating system classiDennis Allen
fies some newscasts as
mature viewing. Why not use
that instead of torturing the
victim's families with this
insensitive display?
Oh, that's right. We can't
I know you probably don 't publish things like this
HeatherFredricksonis the
on a regular basis, but I would like for you to make an use movies or television to
Copy Editorfor the Utah
educate. That's why kids do
We are responding to the article in the Statesman,
exception.
Statesman.
E-mail her with
this
kind
of
thing
in
the
first
April 24, on the front page, by Laura Bellamy. She
On Wednesday, April 26, my backpack was stolen.
questionsor comments at
quotes Dallin Phillips, judicial officer, to have stated: The theft occurred between 1 :30 and 2 p.m. in the place. Right ... Music? Nope.
slr4h@cc
. usu.edu.
That turns them into killers,
"Usually students with psychological disorders are HPER Building near the racquetball courts.
discovered because they've violated some aspect of
My backpack is a navy blue JanSport hiking-style
the student code."
backpack with pockets on the sides. There was a lot of
While that statement may be true for the individuimportant things in my backpack.· To name a few
als who are sent to the judicial officer, it is most cer- things, it had my keys, clothes, Dayplanner with ID,
tainly not true in general for students with psycholog- license and money. It also had a disk with my final
ical disorders. Most people with psychological disor- project on it and all my notes that I need to study for
ders have never broken the student code nor been in my finals. My life was in that backpack.
trouble with the law. In fact, most people with psyIf the person who took my backpack is reading this,
chological disorders look and act just like you and me. please have compassion for me. Please return my
PROZACFORTHESoul / TravisCall
Also, the vast majority of people who seek counseling things to the police or the lost and found at the HPER
for psychological chal lenges do so of their own accord or Taggart Student Center. I would really appreciate it
do such a thing and why?
A
because they are unhappy and want to improve them - . if you could make my last week of school pleasant.
As if to answer my unspof e w
selves and their situations. Mr. Phillips works with
ken question, my television
weeks
individuals who have gotten into some sort of trouble
Emily Malmgren
ago, as I screen began flashing images
lay
in of picket signs, Subarus and
front of lots of people in sandals.
the T.V. Environmentalists. The cops
h a I f were there, too, looking to me
like they would rather have
asleep
setting my mind adrift on the been anywhere and doing
murky, foul smelling currents anything except babysitting
of the nightly news, I was jolt - the latte-swilling ilk of the
IN THE HEADLIGHTSzBrycePetersen
environmental lobby. After all,
ed awake by three words pub Ii C holding a finely sanded walking with long, dirty hair and a week's three words that to this the only crimes being perpetrated were those of bad taste
transportation is stick, sitting next to his son. They worth of stubble. His son kicked his moment make me want to
in both music and dress.
swoon
like
my
grandmother
legs
and
stared.
one of the most were both dressed in new blue jeans
It appears that I was not the
Soon, there was a loud guffaw, during a particularly racy
diverse places in and clean, pressed, buttoned shirts.
only
one alarmed by the
episode
of
Ellen:
drain
Lake
"HAW
HAW
HAW!"
from
the
shabAmerica.
The His son glanced around and kicked
Coalition
to Save Lake
Powell.
by
man,
then
a
mumbled
reply.
his
short
legs,
content,
but
alert,
people climbing
Lake Powell: The site of Powell's modest proposal. The
out of, sliding while his father held his cane, smiled Apparently, the voices in his head are
some of the most vivid memo- locals were present as well,
into or wallow- peacefully and chatted meaningless- amusing today.
ries of my younger life. I faced arguing that the tourism and
The
man
with
the
cane
then
stared
ly
with
the
well
-dressed
old
lady
who
ing in the gutter
death
plunging from her electricity generated by the
with his son, no longer sure this bus
sit next to dapper old men with bad sat down next to them.
majestic
cliffs, got my worst dam was their livelihood and
ride
was
the
best
idea.
He
forgot
the
"What
a
pleasant
day,"
he
said,
eyes. Some riders wish their car
that to lose the dam was to
would stay out of the shop and some but as Robert Kirby says"you cannot nice old lady. The boys legs dangled sunburn and saw my first toplose everything. I'm not so
less
"naturalist''
there.
Why,
if
silently, his mouth open.
wish they had a car. Some have a car dictate your rules to life."
my life was dignified enough sure. My purpose in writing
Everyone
was
quiet
except
the
A
man,
about
the
same
age,
but
and like the bus.
this is to help us all appreciate
This really happened. Sometimes without a cane, stumbled onto the man laughing and muttering. He was to have rites of manhood,
the efforts of what my fathermost
of
them
would
have
haphaving
a
good
time
and
I
wondered
if
bus,
showed
his
pass
and
sat
down
odd things happen on the bus. I met
he was laughing at our silent confu- pened at Lake Powell. You in-law calls "the damned tree
my wife on the bus, but that's anoth- acrossthe aisle behind the driver.
can imagine then my horror huggers." I think in the long
The man with the cane stumbled sion.
er story.
when
I heard they wanted to
slightly
over
his
words
as
he
looked
There was a bald man with red,
PQ'mL Page13
drain it. Who would want to Jumpto LAKE
Page13
healthy cheeks, tall and well -fed, at this shabbily dressed character ]lmqLtu.VoK:fS.
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too. Interactive video games?
Nope. Same thing.
So, I guess that only leaves
one firefighter's video tape
set to music. Movie and
music. Isn't that what causes
this stuff in the first place? If
kids
can't
differentiate
between fiction and reality to
the point where popular
movies urge them to commit
such crimes, who's to say
kids will see the difference
on this video and therefore
make an impact. Doesn't
make any sense.
A
spokeswoman
for
Littleton told the Associated
Pressthe tape has been used
in 82 training seminars
throughout North America.
What are they training these
officers for? How to cry at a
video with sad music? How
to create a creepy video displaying carnage of the worst
kind?
Twenty-five
dollars.
Where is it going? Nobody
knows yet. At least officials
haven't yet said. Maybe·
they'll do something really
nice and put the money in a
fund to help the families now
suffering because of the tape.
"They have pictures from
the helicopter of dragging
Richard by his feet," Connie
Michalik, mother of nowparalyzed Richard Castaldo,
told the Associated Press.
Other families are crying
foul over the tape.
"For the first time today, I
saw my daughter being
dragged over to the fire
engine. I don't need to see
that and nobody else needs
to see that," Beth Nimmo,
mother of one slain student,
told the Associated Press.
The first time this footage
was shown on television, it
was news. Now it's a snufffilm.
The fire
officials
in
Littleton have tried to absolve
themselves of liability by
claiming the firefighter made
the tape on his own time with
his own equipment, according to a written statement
released to the Associated
Press.
I hope that if I ever live in
Littleton and my house
catches fire, I'll have my wits
about me and dress appropriately. I might find myselfon a
$20 video a few years later .
with the Midnight Oil song,
"Beds are Burning."

Sometimes I hear voices and
man are they funny
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LISTINGS
Curious how many times that one movie will
be playing on ATV? Do you live off-campus
and subscribe to cable? Are the Jazz on
tonight. Just CLICK www.statesman.usu.edu
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VOICES
Continuedfrom Page12
The bus stopped again. The
door opened to a muffled sobbing - this really happened which grew louder as a red,
round, woman's face appeared
on the stairs.She sat down, really, directly across from the
laughing man and right next to
the poor man with the cane,
who had gone pale and turned
slightly away grasping his son,
who was craning his neck for a
better look.
"I'm gonna move out," she
said. "They can't do this to me ...
Jhey can't ... I'm gonna move
9ut ...11 Her bright mismatched
clothes drew the eye, but there

are hundreds of her on the bus full of bells, wrapped her arm
and in the city. She is not a per- around the poor sobbing lady,
shielding her from the world and
son, so the man turned away.
"HAW HAW HAWH!" This listened.
For a moment I wasn't sure if
really happened.
The sobbing stopped with a the bright glow was a halo or
quick breath. She staredwith the just their fluorescent clothing.
"HAW HAW HAWH!" said
restof us, for a moment until she
was sure it was not meant for the shabby man, shaking his
her. The sobbing resumed. The head as he stumbled off the bus.
He is probably right, I
laughter continued.
The man with the cane thought, and soon it was my
avoided eye contact at all costs, stop. As I left the bus, I could still
held his little boy close, listened hear the sobbing.
But I guess everyone had a
to the crying and the laughing
with a stern silence, rushed off friend.
the bus one stop early and never
BrycePetersen is a
returned.
journalism major and a writer
Immediately, and this really
for The Utah Statesman.
happened, with a rustle and a
Comments can be sent to
jingle, his place was taken.
breezelybruin@yahoo.com
Another brightly colored lady,

I.AKE
POWELL

the lake are still there and still
alive, causing me to ask the
Continuedfrom Page12
question, "Just how long is it
going to take for them to die?"
The dam has been there for
run they will help the very people whose livelihoods they something like 50 years. It must
be a slow kill. Sure, there are
seem to be threatening.
You see,when I started look- also some ruins and things
ing closer at the issues, I probably buried in silt by now,
learned two things: First, the but I wonder how Glen Canyon
United StatesGovernment will would actually look after the
never drain Lake Powell and dam was drained? Ever see a
second, environmentalists are toilet with hard water buildup?
good for generating tourism at The way I see it, draining Lake
the very places they are trying Powell would only create a
habitat for janitors. Anyway, as
to preserve.
One doesn't have to look we all know, it's pointless to
very far to discover why the argue with activists of any kind.
lake won't be drained. It's one They are not in the business of
of the hottest tourist destina- finding the best solution - just
tions in Utah, providing signifi- an audience.
Speaking of the coalition to
cant income to both the state
and the counties in which it save Glen Canyon, as I said
resides.The dam also provides before, environmentalists are
energy which is sold. No politi- good for business. In fact if I
cian seeking re-election would owned a gas station at Lake
dare interfere with that. The Powell, I'd 6e sending the coaliendangered fish who are pur- tion a Christmas card. Why?
ported by the environmental Because there's nothing like a
lobby to be at risk from the pack of them bemoaning the
colder waters that come out of awful state of some local
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ecosystemto draw public attention, and consequently more
people to it. It's free advertising.
In short, activism yields tourism.
Come summertime, there will
be more tourists than ever,
coming to seewhat all that controversy was about. Everybody
wins. The environmental movement getstheir publicity and the
locals make the green.
So this summer, as I ply
through the waters of beautiful
Lake Powell on some fuel-inefficient houseboat,I will remember
the Coalition to Save Glen
Canyon with fondness and toast
them with a cool drink I bought
from my "nature-hating" friends
at the marina. I'll thank them
both for creating an even more
bustling tourist industry, bringing
in more people and businesses
and providing me with the
means to vacation comfortably
in such magnificent splendor.

You can also accesstrueaggiesvia
.statesman.usu.edu...clickon

300Mhz
64MB RAM
512k Cache
3GB Hard Drive
24x CD-ROM
56k Modem
OS9

117 N.

c.

v

c

L

e
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SPRINGSALE

$1440

Thurday, April 2 7 - Saturday, May 6th

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

+

GARY FIS/-1£1<
SUGAR 3

$1369.99

$169

$50
--

.....................

Reg. $1499.99

SPEC/AL/i!ED
1-/ARDRCXJ<.
FS

$329.99
Reg. $399.99

SPECIAL/i!ED
S-WORKSM2

SAVf $500

$1559
Offer limited to stock on
No substitutions o

sun;:::a.1se
2QTHANNIVERSAR~

.
'

•••••••••
••
••
••
•

• ••••••••

••
•

VITTORIAFREE
Q/MB MTB TIRE

$9.99

Reg. $14.99

••
••

STANDARD
TUBES

········AND MUCH,········ $2.49
MUCHMORE!!!!!. Reg. $3.99
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Stroke
ofMid-Knight
BeN MiNsoN

I

BENJAMI~CC.USU.EDU

•EVEN
MORE
CARlOONS
10 TICKLE
YOU~IGTIME!!

~Ticld.AJoRw
~

DanGibsonG1eeLeGuTs

Left
Coast
RAE 5 ioE
9ibbleguts.corn,

Youcan darn well stay out here helplesslyon
your back until you decide to behave in class.

"I know Dad, I know. Only use the car
phone for emergencies. Now,did Jimmy
call or not?"

(©X~~~

Great studentapartmentratesI SchOOIyear
summercontractsavailable. Gall for specials
753-8128.

That's

Lookingfor a placeto live?
www.hous1ng101.net...
Yourmoveoffcampus!

Classifiedadvertising
deadlinesareoneworking
day priorto the day publicationis desiredat 10
a.m. Cosl per submissionis 10 centsper word
$1 minimum. Reduced rates for quantijy
insertoosare available.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard
and Aggie Express are also acceptedfor
payment. Use 797.3359 to placephoneads.
-

For All Your Insurance Needs,
Including Student Health
Insuranc e

258-5572

~

Make$1000a week
sellingEngineering
Textbooks.
Pleasecontactadmin01
Oabstextbook.com

HELP WANTED

PLEASE NOTE

$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars.
Forinfocall203-977-1720

Babysitterin my homefor infantand four year
Id M·F 10•5
·
d
lie t f •
o •
,
, expenence
an exce n re er
encesrequired. Musihaveowntransportat10n
.
HydePark. 563-8505

Workpart-timeto earnfull-timeincome.Thisis
a newopportunrty
and concepton a product
that has been successfully
markedthroughout
thecountrysince1953.Thisis not a MLMcompany. CallToddat 888-523-3557

Lookingfor one girt to sharehousewith three
others. Privateroomwasherdryer,microwave,
fireplace,yard. NP NS ND Summer$135/mo
+u1il.Winter$200/mo+util. 792-4429or 7500863

Earn$15,000this summer!
Fastgrowirig,Inc.500Companylookingfor
20-30moresalespeopleforselectlocations
acrossthenation.1stsurrvneremployee
averageearnings1999·$15,3041
EclipseMarketing;
Inc.
CallToday,300)933-2039(ask~ Byron)

.

"

..,
.......

I :J4i•~•
:J.$1
•1~D

Don'twart until you Graduateto earn serious
moneypart-time.Yearlyincomecanbe monthly
income,andenioya freecruiseeveryyear! Do
notpassthisup. (435)79716794

FOR SALE

beforegraduation

HOMEFORSALE3 bedroom1 bath,Totally
remodeled.Comeand see, 820 Easl 100
North,Any questions787-4994
$105,000/obo
Logan 1984 great mountainlocatt0n,2 large
bedrooms,2 baths, garden tub, large open
kitchen,New roof w/warranty$27,900 1-800478-7355
Impression
GroupRealEstate

WhyrentwhenyoucanownYorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
garage, first time buyers programavailable.
Modelhomeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or
call 755-6699. www.yorkshirevillage.com
MarketedthroughHomebased
Realty.

Largehomei1 excellentcondrtion
on 400 East.
5 bedrooms,4 bathrooms,
centralair, fireplace
2 laundry
, 3 krtchens, 4 living areas.
$2400/month,
1 yearlease,~ 750-5860

SERVICES

Europe$249(ol'W
+ taxes)
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE
!I
Hawaii$129(ol'W)
',!exic()"Caribbe~
$209(r,i + taxe
Oall~~-9192
~
air.com

MISCELLANEOUS
UsedGolfsets,bags,carts, balIs, clubs(much).
In-line skates, fishing, baseball,sportsequipment.Save$$$.THRIFTY
SPORTS,Downtown
Richmond
. (17 m,nutesNorthof Logan)Fri.-Sat.
10-6p.m.

e

PERSONALS

AUDIORESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUNDHaveAll Your
BlueWaterScuba of Logan, Logan'sofficial
Cassettes/8tracks/I.P's & DAT's 0191tally air station.We can take care of all your scuba
Transferredto CompactDiscs. We Offerthe
needs.Sales,rentals,and 1nstruct1ons
Classes
BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein UtahWrth
are yearround,you can be certifiedin just two
SonicSolutionsNo Noise& CDPre-Maslering
.
weekends! Group rates available. For more
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIO
EOUIPMENT
info.call752-1793.
CassetteA.P
to C0=$25
•
OigijalAudioTapelo C0:$30
·:.,
45-78rpmLP's/8track/Reel
to Reel · ,.· •. .
loC0=$35
All duplicatecopies$1Oeach.
ForMoreInformation
CallDaveO n0-2345or
EmailwebmasterOspectrades1gn.corn
(Serving
CacheValleySince1976

Whatwouldyou needto earnin Denverto live
aswellasyoucouldon a $30,000amual salary
In SaltLakeCity? Stopby CareerServicesand
pick up a free copyof 'Managing YourCareer"
for an answerand for addrtionalinformation.
University
Inn#102,GroundLevel,797-7m .

lO<GHOMES
Cabins * Shops * Sheds

Call for new $10 floorplan book or fax us your plan!

class
of2000network
graduation
announcements
online
giftregistry
realworld
guide
careers
andawhole
lotmore

Old Fann FemaleSi.mmerContractFor Sale.
Privateroom$500.CallMichelle,787-6192

Tiredof rent,whynotbuy2 bedroom1 1/2bath
mobilehome for sale excellentcondrt1on
and
very affordable. Call Chador Beckyat 797•
6856,#140USUTrailerCourt.

USUStudents!
Buyandsellstufffor FREE
at www.nerdstuff.homestead.com

logllil\~ad2000.com

CARS & TRUCKS

fromyourfriendsat

Cache Valley Starters and Alternators
Logan'sonly remanufacturer
of slarters and
alternators.We have our own tow truck.Gall
753-1n6 or slopi1at 303NorthMain,Logan

university

T.R..CONmACllNGconcrete,roofing,siding,
framing,and remodeling.
Qualitywork,student
discountavatlablelicensedand insured7555139

IEWELRY

TRAVEL
1990MercurySable4 DR auto,cruise,power
everything,new tires, 100Kmiles. Greatstudentcar.$1999713-4903

LOST & FOUND

igracf..Jt1t1tf
The
ript startIntherealwortd."

TextBookfoundby NaturalResources
Building
callto identify.753-6182
.

FOR RENT

Q)JOBTRAKCOM"
"1111
bestsitetu studtntll
'1dl loekinffortlteufirstjo~."

1-Bdnn,2-bdnn,3-bdnn,summerand fall• fur•
n1shed,
NextToCampus.NS,NO,NP752-2466

• ForbesMa1azin,

HAIR LOSS?
Stop It. Grow It.
Replace It.

NEW/ FREE VIDEO
1-888-942-HAI

R

5635 Waterbury Way, SLC, Utah

www.WeAddHair.com
ARE YOU? Or someone

you

Diabetic?
Get Diabetic Supplies at no, or low cost Deliv ered to
your door free No forms to fil l Save Money!

CALL 1(800) 894 4997 now! .
e.v.v, .:il iamer ican:l;abe tes

co m

Cambndge
Court
GreatSocialE11V1ronment
HeatedPool
JettedHotTub

SunDeck
Sponsored
Socials
only$390All Summer
NoSmoking
NoAlcohol
NoPets
FreeGas
FreeTelephone
FreeCableTV
FreeElhemel384 Kbps
See to believe
753-8288
590CanyonRd.#1
www.cambridgecourt
.net

Closeto campusshareapartmentwith3 other
singlemales,4 quietprivaterooms,kitchen&
tile bath,NS,ND,no girls. Offslreetparkingbi·
cycle shed,$175/mo
. cleaning,security
, & utilrty
deposn
. Inquireanytimebefore4:30 pm, 756
North600East.755-0802

ForestGateEastApartments
just $395for summer. Callfor fall rateoptionsor otherinforms•
tion 755-5911

SATTERWHITE
TOLL FREE l-888-882-4645

Loa HoMEs

PAX(435) 528-5003

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKS!!!

1991Ford Explorer,4WD, XLT, Leather,PS,
Certified JC Millenniumcut diamonds. 88
PW, PL, Whnewrthbra. Loadedand excellent facets.CallJoelNelsoncollectin SLC801-278condrtion.SS,999.Call 755-0447,leavemes- 5230jnelson@br.state
.ut.us
sage~ noanswer.

Statesman

All America n D1.<bctes Suppl y, Inc

wedding
announcements.
Your
Style,
Oursharp
ptndl.

Storageunns6X12,and 12X24fencedwnocked
gate,goodrates.J&KStorage753-0653

~rad_uation
countdo'wn

state

Yourjaw"'.illdropwhenyouhearwhatgreatprices
wecharge
for

Save$50 and rent surrvnerand fall. Closeto
campus,pnvatebdnn. mgr.at Brooklane,645
Easl900North#1,752-4824.

SUMMER IOBS

lnd1v1duals
wanted to introduce, distribute.
uniqueproductline locallyand nationally Very CampStaffposnionsavail At girt Scoutsumattractive
compensation
1-800-619-4309
mer campsIn NorthernAZ..CampCounselors,
ProgramSpecialists,RidingCounselors.June
1• Aug.8 EOE.Call forapplication
1-800-3522·
6133or seeWeb,acpgsc.org

thereare1,000thingsyoudidn'tevenknowyouhad

utah

't?T
I ••

TWOWEEKS
INCLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!

• NoExperience
Necessary
• WeWillTrain
You

MONEY?

EARN$18.000
PARTTIMEI
Sure you could use the extra
money-who couldn't? The
Army Reserve can help you
earn more than $18,000 during a standard enlistment,
part time, plus some great
benefits, with opportunities to
qualify for even more money
to continue your education.
You'll also be getting valuable
hands-on skill training that
will last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Give the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration.

DRIUER

SCHOOL

800.727.5865

800.72.SKUNK • www.simn.com

BE FLEXIBLE
.•. SAVE$$$

NEEDEXTRA

DICHsimon
TRUCHlnG

• Earn$30,000
perYear

Ad~<rtuuun1

Homeowners with money worries
may qualify for low-interest loans
LOANS: Dirttt lender loosens its requln,.
m<ents for homeowners who need money
now.
Have you been turned down for a loan?
Do you need more than $I0,000 for any reason? Arc you paying more than 1()'11, inter est on any other loans or credit cards?
If you are a homeowner and answered
'yes' to any of these questions , they can tell
you over the phone and withoul obligation if
you 9ualify .
High credit card debt? Less-than-perfect

Welcome to the

cn,dit? Self-employed? Latehouse payments?
Financial problems? Medical bills? IRS liens?

It doesn't matt~r!
If you are a homeowner with sufficient equity. there's an excellent chance you will
qualify for a loan-wually
wiihin 24 hours
You can find out over the phone - and free
of charg e- if you qualify . Stone Castle Home
Loans is licen,ed by the Utah Depanment of
Commerce . Open 7 days .

Call 1-800-700-1242, ext. 344

e

:M..ormon
:M..iracCe
C'Pageant
June 15-17, 20-24, 2000
"A Testament of Jesus Christ"

WHY PAY WHOLESALE?

Think about it.
Then think about m.
Then call:

• SuperiorQuality
• LowestPrice
• BestValue
• ExcellentService
• Experience

Logan (435) 753-3943

Call for
your

FREE

VIDEO

Your#Original"WholesaleHome Center
II ALLYOUCAN8~
GREATBARGAINI$395SllTVTler
, $1995nextt
schoolyear. Pnvatebedroom• mgr.at Forest
GateWest,460North400Easl#40,752.
-1642.

ARMYRESERVE

1•8UU
nn.2,A2.a'n6
'f .
U

Quality Wllol~saleHomes
1760 S. Hilton Dr.

1

I

I
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e eat.
Fouror more,priceper person,
plustax

Perperson,plustax

Now youcan own Lagoon- with a SeasonPassport.It's lesstfuarathe cost of three regular
All-Day
Passports!Wildcoasters,LagoonA Bead\ Frightrnares,
ttlistoric
PioneerViHage,
and live
musicalentertainment:it'sallincluded!Getin on the funand enjoylagoon overand overagain.

r
Open Weekends: April, May,September & October
OpeA Daily.:June, July & Aug~st

www.lagoonparik.com
"'$69.95each plustax when you purchasefour or more. $79.95each plustax, individuals(1, 2 or 3). Offerexpires6/5/00. SeasonPassportdoes not
includeX-Venture
Zoneattractions(Skycoaster,
DoubleThunderRacewayand TopEliminator).

IS

I

STATESMAN
OmcE:

797-1775FAX:797-1760

IckRICH

I

statesman@cc.usu.edu

www.statesman.usu.edu

IT'S ALL YOUR FAULT

Friday,April28
OUSUSoccervs. South
AfricanNational Team, 1
p.m..TowerField
OYoungAdult Dance
April 28, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
CottonwoodHeights
SinglesWard 6890 S. 2225

at

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

East (behind the
Whitmore Library $6.
Sponsoredby Cottonwood
heights singlesward and
SteveAmes.This dance
encouragesLDSstandards.

Saturday,April29
OGood Luck and
Congratulationsto the
Utah State University
Graduating Classof 20Cl0!

BILLY BOB'S

MONEY!

l'M LOSING

n

SCAPEGOAT ,

RANCH

1J
)!

1.
r!

>I(

L•

DilbertscoTT

fl .

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

ADAMS

,-:::==========:::-,
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E
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DEMONS HAVE
POSSESSEDMY PC.
THEY FORCE ME TO
VIEW WEB SITES
Of UNSPEAKABLE
ABOMINATIONS.

-a
@)

~

i

HOW ARE THE
UNSPEAKABLE
ABOMINATIONS
TODAY?

THE ONLY SOLUTION
IS FOR YOU TO
APPROVE THE
PURCHASE Of A
NEW PC FOR ME.

cf

...
.r,.
1,•

-·

..r~0·

11,

AG-gravationN1cK

F.Y.I.
• USU will be hosting the Special OlympicsTrack
and Field area games on April 29. There are many
volunteer positions available. Don't miss a great
opportunity to cheer on some great athletes!
• Hass Council applicationsare available in the
TSC Room 326. Due Friday by 5 p.m.
•Cinnamon Brown & the Eskimo's and Jogan
Janes, April 29, 8:30 p.m., Sunburst Lounge. Last
Partyof theyearl
•Saturday April 29, USU Softballvs CS Fullerton
(DH) 1 &3 p.m. Sunday 30th USU vs CS Fullerton
1pm. Johnson Field. Northeast of Romney
Stadium.
•The Family Life Center is offering a free workshop on How to Buya Home.April 29, 9 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. Preregistration is required. Call 753-5696
to register.
•College of Education Frisbeeand FoodSocial.
Come challenge your professors in a game of ultimate frisbee & enjoy free food w/friends. May 1.
12:30 p.m. HPER Field.
•J.C PennyCacheValleyMallScholarshipis now
available from the Women's Center, TSC Room
310. Women majoring or minoring in apparel merchandising, Management. Marketing or other related areas . Call 797-1728 for details.

• RotaryScholarshipOpportunity! Choose your
destination. For one academic year. Apply through
USU Study Abroad office, TSC Room 304, by July
1, for next school year. Info: www.rotary.org
• Gem & MineralShow.Exhibits, displays &
demonstrations. April 29 & 30, Community
Recreation Center, 195 S. 100 West.
at 297-0233 for more information.
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Speeding up your Graduation, Making up Credits, Adding
Additional Courses or Minors, Getting a Head Start ...
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usu Summer Session
♦ 12-week session starts
♦8-week sessions
start May
♦•:•4-week sessions
start

May 8
8, June 12
May 8,

June 12, July 10
♦Special Workshop sessions
available.
♦Summer Session Class Schedules
now
available at USU Bookstore.

( Registration now Underway! )
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WINTER CLEARANCE
Deadline
nearson proposed
Microsoft
sanctions
SALE
WASHINGTON(AP)- The Justice
Department and 19 states that successfully sued Microsoft for antitrust violations worked out last-minute details
Thursday to sanctions proposed against
the company.
Facing a Friday deadline, the government and attorneys general are expected to file a single proposal that will recommend breaking up the software
giant in two parts to prevent it from
engaging in any illegal behavior in the
future .
The proposal will be submitted to
U.S. District Court Judge Thomas
Penfield Jackson, who on April 3 ruled
that Microsoft repeatedly violated federal antitrust laws intended to maintain competition.
He found the company used its
.monopoly power in the operating systems market to crush rivals.
Jackson gave the government and
the states the option of submitting separate briefs if they failed to agree on a
remedy. Despite doubts expressed by
some states on the divestiture plan, a
single proposal will be filed with the
court, according to people close to the
talks.
'There will be one document which
will be the voice for the Department of
Justice and virtually a11of the states,"
said one source, speaking on condition
of anonymity, though "one or two
states may choose to put in an appendix or footnotes" to record their difference of opinion in some areas.
Microsoft has said it plans to appeal
Jackson's ruling, and company executives have insisted that no laws were
broken.
ln an interview earlier this week
with The Associated Press, Microsoft
Chairman Bill Gates said divestiture of
any part of the company he founded 25
years ago would hurt consumers and be
"a very inappropriate thing."
New York State Attorney General
Eliot Spitzer called the recent com-

ments by Gates, along with
those by the chief executive
officer, Steve Ballmer, "fundamentally distortive."
"The truth is that
Microsoft has been a monopolist found by a federal judge
to have undercut innovation,
and hence competition and
consumer welfare," said
Spitzer, pointing to passages
of Jackson's April 3 ruling.
Microsoft has until May 10
to respond to the government's filing but has said it
would request an extension to
respond to a proposal as
extreme as a breakup .
Under the government's
proposal, Microsoft would
likely be split into two parts.
;.
One company would sell
;z
Windows, the operating sys~
tern that runs most of the
~
world's personal computers.
~
The other would handle
§
applications software, such as Bill Gates defendsMicrosoft's practices,but now must wait
the dominant Office software for the final government decision.
suite, which includes the word
processor, Word, and the
Institution.
spreadsheet program, Excel.
Other authors of the report are
Justice Department officials gave an
Roger Noll, an economist at Stanford
"informational briefing" on the propos- University; William D. Nordhaus, a Yale
al to White House economic advisers
University economist; Frederic Scherer.
earlier this week "because I think it is a an economist at Harvard University's
significant and important case," said
John F. Kennedy School of
Attorney General Janet Reno.
Government.
In a separate document filed with
In addition to the government's law- i
the court Thursday, a group of promisuit, Microsoft faces more than 100 prinent antitrust experts urged Jackson to vate antitrust lawsuits. On Tuesday, a
order a more extreme measure - to
panel of federal judges consolidated 27
"clone the operating systems into three of them to a single court in Baltimore.
companies."
U.S. District Judge J. Frederick Motz
The government's likely proposal "is will coordinate pretrial activities for the
a move a right direction, but doesn't go 27 claims, which were filed in 17 federfar enough," said the brief' s chief
al jurisdictions.
author, Robert Litan, a former Justice
The private claims echo the antitrust
Department official who negotiated
charges detailed in the federal antitrust
with Microsoft in a related 1994 case
lawsuit but carry the potential for
and now works for the Brookings
triple damages against Microsoft.

CLOCKS
30%OFF

LASS VASES
30%OFF

LAMPS 20500/4OFF

CANDLES
I0.,.40% OFF
11:00. 6 M-S

j

POSSESS
JONS
28 FEDERAL
AVE• LOGAN• 755-0857

Engineering
Surveying
CEE2240
. index# 10736

will be offeredSUMMER
Semester
Lecture: Tues & Thurs
7:30 - 8:30 am
Field Exercises: Tues
8:30 - 11:30 am

Reasons to take the class in
Summer:
small class size

•
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,,:', Cleancomics
equalbigbucks
r>
colintries
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LOSANGELES(AP)- Quick!What's
the differencebetween clean comedy
and dirty comedy?
The clean comic'spaycheckhas an
extra zero.
i,.. . TOKfQ{M}) Childrenip~rospet~µ$: Bykeeping sex. foul language and
. totin~riesare turning to the sex,
µ-ad~to ··
toilet humor out of their acts. scoresof
earn a little.eJtra .cash,ratb~th.an out of :: comedianswho once scraped for the
/the,direijyerty ;patmipitio:q~Jly.
dri,v.~
J · occasionalnightclubgigare finding
\ the business,
actiyjs~saidThw-$day.
:.·.·
bountiful bookingsat corporate conven,lHt"sn-0longerjust thedtlldren \fhO
: tions, school gatherings and church
':ne¢dto lfy.e
wnogoin~ott{saigpfelia:
n }t 1 events.
Caketas..Santos
~fappgrteur ' on the
1 the U.N'
"We'renot here to put the fun into
sale.of ch.~dren,
ch,i~ pr~tituµ911and.
· . · fundamentalism.We'renot the Moral
pornography,
"This is a d.~p11rty)-e
Jrotrt /
Majorityof America.We'rejust giving
·what we traditionallyknow." ·•
·,
people an alternative,"said Adam
.;.... More .r~earch js needed to pin.down
Christing.president of the Clean
\numbetsnmdto ~eeJfo~ recenfia<leveloJf.
··•· Comediansbooking agency.
..ment tMsCis,
Caketas-Saritos said1'1
_ The agency,which represents about
r.intetview
iata .meetingtq plan (tie.se,gnd
, 40 comediansnationwide,promises
coiigr¢SfA.gainst
the
wholesomelaughs,with no genderbashing. ethnic jokes, sexual innuendo
or dirty words.
The comedian-magicianhas gone
from booking 80 showsa decade ago.
t . Japanjs.Rnown
int~r.q~ti9ually
asone.pfBi when he founded the agency,to nearly
iftheJargest
producers
antic6~un1erSof
,::•·\: 640 last year.
pornography.
and shoalfofJaP{tPese
travel:
· "I think there is a giganticsegment
...ers fuelthe childsextradein developing . of the population that feelsalienated
1
from the entertainment industry,"he
~i. i: said. "Peopleare gettingburned out on
}phy;Japarifinalljaqopt(@alaw'latel~~t
> the profanity.And it's a tired approach
. yearbannmg the .sale, distribution
•.ProdUt...·• to stand-up."
0
The green for not workingblue is
1
1
:;i:1 substantial.
Christingsaid his company'sbiggest
,anypnell: years9ldor :ygu11ie.n
•......
..•·•••
·•
••
•""'·,:. ··
4, J;\l'.nirl
.~,thriVing
_s¢X
..ig~ustr,n
:tijeJ'l1ir.:;/•.. fee was $80,000from Canon for supply1
ing comicsfor a weekend convention.A
major gig pays an averageof $2,000,
Uarluxunes hasdrawna lot of ~ttent1ou:;
•<> said NickArnette. one of Christirlg's
,,',.. '.'Japande children normallJ'gonlneed
\ merrymakers.Smallerappearances can
net $500 to $1,000for 40 minutes of
material.
Work is so abundant, Arnette said he
no longer competes for gigsat Los
Angeles'Sunset Strip comedy clubs.
Instead, he routinely appears at events
for AT&T,GTEand the SalvationArmy.
Arnette said nightclubgigsnever
•~;"Togo
said.inaninterview..faTh~y·•. .,., suited him anyway.
f don'ttpinl( i()f .the &alueot.tlleir.
,(iigµity
J\, (,:.::
a lot of clubs.the humor just
f. 1'heJhildren
theii.other
:[
lifeia,,ii\ ;\1 kept"Ingetting
dirtier and dirtier. I think
) $eq'~ fromJlleirf~lllilieS.
,PY(h(Jnging ..\
' that if a joke needs a curse word.it's
probably not very good in the first
i
place,"the 14-yearstand-up veteran
,;.,.;" L.>
.•,-~ ... ,,...··• ' '' '
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great weather
good time
Aggie ice cream
Prerequisites: Trigonometry and
positive attitude!

said. "When you're funny,nobody miss- '
es the cursing."
Nobody?
Instructor J.A. Caliendo
"Well,there was this one show I did
(joeOcc.uau.eduJ797-2898
before a group of truck drivers,"Arnette
confessed. "The companywanted clean.
but the truck drivers didn't. It got ugly."
Christingsaid his Clean Comedians
have to be cleaner than "TV clean"
because the material that gets past late- I ~.
J . 119South Main
night censors on "The Tonight Show"
/ /T,, ,, Parking South of Restaurant
might not go over so well with a confer- II
.,,(J/ at Coldwell Banker
ence of business executives.
I
1s2-8384
So what material is OK?
Fine Icalia.n.
Dining
Relationships,workplaceturmoil, pop
IHOMEMADEEXCELLFlVCE
culture observations,Christing said,
adding that most people are so used to
offensivecomedythey forgethow much
else there is to laugh about
Comic-impressionistSteveBridges.
another of Christing'sdean cutups,
does impressionsof Forrest Gump. Jack
Nicholsonand Homer Simpsonreading
a company'sbureaucratic memos.
MargeSmith. an events organizerfor
Whittier Christian Junior High School.
Get together with your family
echoed testimonialsby other clients
and friends and make
who say that they would have no entertainment if it weren't for groups like
reservations for
Clean Comedians.
graduation weekend.
"With this group, you know you can
sit back, enjoy the show and not worry
about anything but having a good
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
time," she said.
During Bridges'recent appearance at
the school'sgraduation banquet, the
Daily Specials
raunchiest his act got was a BillClinton
impersonation that mentioned Monica
May 5, 6 and 7th
Lewinsky.
with Sunday breakfast
"Don't worry,"Bridgesreassured the
audience in his Clinton drawl.'Tm not
on May 7th.
going to say anything inappropriate.... I
just do things that are inappropriatel"

:

keep
QPijW~
ho;:·:for;
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Congratulations
on Graduation!!
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Pollnameswomen
as top prospects
forvicepresident
WASHINGTON(AP)Former presidential candidate
ElizabethDole was the choice
over New JerseyGov. Christie
Whitman among Republicans,
and Sen. Dianne Feinstein of
California and Maryland Lt.
Gov.Kathleen Kennedy
Townsend were the top
Democrats in a poll measuring public interest in a female
vice president.
The poll was conducted by
the White House Project,a
nonprofit group urging the
election of women to top
national posts.
Dole received58 percent of

Republicansupport to 18 per"Our goal is a long-term
cent for Whitman. Sen. Kay
goal,"she said. "We're looking
BaileyHutchison of Texas fin- way beyond this election.
ished third with 10 percent.
We're looking to 10 years
Feinstein received 24 perfrom now having one, two.
cent of Democratic support
three, four women" running
to 23 percent for Townsend.
for president.
Rep.Maxine Waters of
Washington pollsters Lake,
California finished third with Snell, Perry &Associates.a
16 percent.
Democratic firm, contacted
Though released in the
323 registered Democrats and
midst of the 2000 election,
238 registered Republicans
the findings are not intended from March 16 to 19. The
as a call for either party to
margin of error was plus or
choose a female vice presiminus 5.5 percentage points
dential nominee this year,
for the Democratic results,
said White House Project
6.4 percentage points for the
President Marie C. Wilson.
Republicans.

A
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·foundlinkedto cult1n Uganda
55 morebodies

CLEANING
&

KAMPALA,
Uganda (AP)A month after officialsdug up
hundreds of victims of a
Ugandan doomsday cult,
workers on Thursday
exhumed the bodies of 55
more people - mostly women
and children - from a garage
rented by a cult leader.
Gravediggersdad in yellow
plastic protective gear
removed the bodies of 22
women, 15 men, 10 girls and
eight boys from three graves
in a garage attached to a small
brick house in Ggaba, a residential area just south of
Kampala, police spokesman
Assuman Mugenyi said.
He said the bodies bore no
external signs of violence and
the cause of death would be
determined by pathologists.
The remains were wrapped in
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black polyethylenebags and
loaded onto a trailer to be
taken to the municipal cemetery for burial.
The exhumations came a
month after barefoot prisoners in shorts dug up 80 bodies
and a skull from a cult compound in the village of
Rushojwa in southwestern
Uganda, the last of four properties tied to the cult where
bodies were found.
Mugenyi said police had
suspected for some time that
there might be bodies at the
Ggaba house rented by
excommunicated Roman
Catholic priest Dominic
Kataribabo, a leader of the
Movement for the Restoration
of the Ten Commandments the cult now blamed for 979
deaths.

But criticism over the use
in the villages of unprotected
prisoners to unearth the bodies, coupled with international
media coverage, prompted
authorities to suspend the
search until they had assembled the necessary equipment
and logistics.
It was feared that the grisly
discoveryin Ggaba would not
be the last.
"We have not got the logistics for the whole investigation," Mugenyi told The
Associated Press. "This was in
the city, and people were concerned, and we were equally
concerned, so we had to give
it priority. We will wait until
everything is ready, and then
we will resume the work."
Dozens of police and soldiers kept reporters and pho-

tographers well away from the
property as the bodies were
being dug up.
Mugenyi said the digging at
the Ggaba compound was finished, and authorities did not
expect to find more bodies
there.
When several hundred
people were reported to have
perished in a fire at a cult
compound in Kanungu on
March 17,the deaths were
first believed to have been a
mass suicide. Authorities later
said 530 people were burned
alive.
When six bodies were
found in a pit latrine in the
same compound, and then
388 more in houses owned or
rented by cult leaders in three
other villages,officialsbegan
to speak of mass murder.

Democrats,
Republicans
struggleoverprimarychanges

,.,

WEBERSTATE
UNIVERSI1Y
Changing Minds
All Summer
¥More than 900 classes from Accounting to Zoology
¥Small classes with individualized instruction
¥Classes designed to fit your schedule
¥Evening and early morning classes
¥In-state tuition for all students
¥Ogden and Layton campuses
¥Fridays off for most classes
Four, and eight-week courses
4-week blocks - May 15 to June 9 ¥ June 12 to July 7 ¥ July 10 to August 4
8-week block - June 12 to August 4
REGISTER NOW
For infonnation, call (801)-626-6054 www.weber.edu/summer

WASHINGfON(AP)- Republicanswant a
Kennedy Schoolof Government at Harvard
national primary held on a single day or a sys- University,"then suddenly the campaign gets
cut out from under them."
tem based on small states voting first
The voter project, a yearlong series of weekDemocrats wantto stick with the current primary system,but work with the GOP to prely polls, is being done by the Joan Shorenstein
vent statesfrom racing to vote early.
Center on the Press,Politicsand Public Policy
Officialsfrom both parties said Thursday
at Harvard.
Patterson's theory is that a campaign startthat what they don't want is the regional rotating in early April that remained competitive
ing primary plan pushed by the secretaries of
well into June would be a more effectiveway
state.
lbe partiesarestill developingproposals on of creating voter interest in the campaigns.
Democrats and Republicansare talking
changing a presidential nominating system
about how to proceed, though their approachthat most agreestarts too early in the year.
es are far apart right now.
then wraps up competition too quickly.The
winners were decided by early March this year,
Republicansplan to offer the results of a
before half the states had held primaries or
committee's study on the primaries at a news
caucuses.
conferenceon May 2 in Washington, then
The campaign has to make it to more states, their rules committee will consider the plan in
said Tom Sansonetti,chairman of the national Indianapolis May 11 and 12.
Republicanrules committee.
Sansonetti predicted that Republicanswill
chooseeithera national primary or a plan
that allowssmaller states, somewhat larger
states, midsize states and finally the largest
states to hold primaries in groups of 10 to 12
on one-a-month primary days.That is
: CU.RRENT
SYSTf:M
: Presidential caucuses
referred t-0as "the Delawareplan" because
and
primaries are spreadout fromlat~ · , ...
Republicanofficialsin that state proposed it
JanuazythroughearlyJune.Eachelection
to the rules committee.
cycl~stateshavebeen moVi.ng
theirprimaries
Democrats consideredvarious primary
¢arllerto maxim~ thejr effecton.the presi,.
plans, then simply decided it would be better dential selection process, whkh effectiW?ly
'to work with Republicansto prevent states
• :wrappedup in earjy Man:hthis year.
from leapfroggingto earlier dates.
'· ~OT4-DNG
REGIONAL
PRIMAJ{II:$
; These
"Toe consensus was that there are too
would
ijl\jd~
tb
toµntTYJn~
.
fo-ur
re~io9s
7
many downsidesto the various plans," said
;.andalloWeach
toJiofd primariesin a given · \
James RooseveltJr.. a co-chair of the national month.l]le..firstregronto hold prirnari~ · }
Democraticrules committee. "Wewould pos- w.ould
.beJotated everyfottry~rs and.Iowa ,
siblybe open to starting later."
iibd Newliampshitewouldkeep theii placeas 1
Both sides noted the difficultyof coming
the first ¥ates to hold election events.
j
up with any plan that state legislatureswould
OF.LAWARE
PLAN; This plan, first offered .
agree on. Party officialsoutlined their prol>Yth~D~w;ire GOP.would alk>wthe smallposals at a conference on dwindlingvoter
~ .stateyJQvore.Jirst.:.
followeg
by the,r1,ext-.
interest and how that is affected by the cursmallest,
the
'
mid:isizestatesand frnallythe ·
rent primary system
largest statesin groupsof 10to 12states.
Thomas Patterson,co-directorof the
NATIONAL
PRIMARY!
Severalsmaller·
VanishingVoterproject.said the current sys- ~•re
tail" states
pt¢bablywould<hold
primaries,
tem raises voter interests in a narrow window then a period of time·would pass to allow- ·•
betweenmid-January and early March.then · campaigning across the remaining states/Then
sees it drop off sharply after the nominees
· ~U.19~JJ;niaiµJµg smtesW()Uldbqldpri-. ,
are clear.

:$0'":e
presiilentiaJprim~rJ!

'plans
'beingconsidered:.· ..

"It takesa whileto bring the public into

:Jt.in~
mmeson
...'asirigle
. (ijay,
. ·. ...preferably
,. , . in May
.or ·

_the process,"said Patterson,a professor at the

C.0WMBINE
Continued
fromPage2
added backgroundmusic,
including "If It Were Up To
Me,"by CherylWheeler.
Lyricsinclude the lines:
"Maybeit's the movies,
maybe it's the books, maybe
it's the bullets, maybe it's
the real crooks, maybe it's
the drugs,maybe it's the
parents."It concludes:
"Maybeit's the end, but I

know one thing. If it were
up to me, I'd take away the
guns."
Rouse, the relatives·
lawyer, said some families
turned down the audio as
they watched. "I don't know
why you'd call it a training
video. It's more of a documentary with a musical
background," Rouse said.
Littleton fire officials did
not return calls for comment
about why the firefighter
added music to the tape. In

a written statement. they
said the firefighter produced
the tape on his own time ,
using his own equipment.
They also objected to the
release of the video, saying it
is "not suitable for public
viewing."
Kelli Narde, a spokeswoman for the city of
Littleton, defended the tape,
saying it was put to good use
in 82 training seminars in
the United States and
Canada.
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Sabbaticals meant to be
niore than a paid vacation

1

1

receive 10% off

:
·1

:
I

four years ago. he said.
I
I
·r am ecstatic to be able to think about some- I
I
r (,,,. •SAJ..T
LAKE•
Gfl'Y
thing else and not worry about the day-to-day
I•; (AP)
.:;_ willsoon .
Sabbaticals are intended to give professors a
stuff." Pease said. "But it really is also a way to
1
____
_,;;,;;;;,;;;;,;;;;,;;;;,;;;..;;;
1
1
1
have.a third.areacode•....
rest, an opportunity to work on research prorecharge the academic batteries."
®-liieakQde
jects and make professional contacts that may
Tenured professors are eligible to go on sab- I
I
that (.mtecovet¢d allQf
bring money in the form of grants to the unibatical one 01;1tof every_sev~n of their years
I Ca W ah e 1400
North
E
I
r
Utih.wiJ{tj¢lb11iteq
to
versity. However. in some respects
with the umvers1ty.About 80 profes_!_ -•- ______________ 1200
aet .J
Lake'<:'.:ounty.
· · ,..,
sabbaticals can feel like paid vaca- 'I thinkit'5 so much sors r:1eet eligibility for sabbatical in
- ·1morder released ·
tions where professors are able to
any given year at USU, but usually
; Jlj~dflyby the Utah .
study without the constraints of
moremeaningfulto only 20 or 25 take the opportunity,
. PublicService. : · ··' teaching or administrating.
Alstrom said.
Sabbatical literally means ·year
my studentsif i can
Professors must make all
-- Ccmmussionrewm• . ;.men~s thattJtim. Oavi~,,- of rest· stemming from the ancient say, "I'vebeenhere. arrangements for the sabbatical Weber
aud M<>tgan
. ·· ·
tradition in Judea, Israel. to give
not only for a project to work on
17&tf. MJ\rtf, LG&Atf
~ cciqQt;ie$
get a new area , the land rest every seventh year.
This is where
during the year, but also transportatq~~<At..~fwith the ..
Traveling this summer? Get a FREE
For a professor, sabbatical leave
Columbusstood. tion and living arrangements,
· 435 prefl.l'.
wouldbe
doesn't mean rest so much as a
Alstrom said. The administration
emergency roadside kit with activation of
unaffected.
chance to leave the university and
you needpersonal discourages faculty from staying in
a cellular phone. FREE phones available.
Thetimingand final ..· work just as hard somewhere else
the area for sabbatical because it
Rates start at 2.9¢ per minute. 575 mindedsio~1on the diange
on a project of his or her choice.
experience
..'
defeats the purpose, Alstrom said.
utes for $19.95. Stop by Extreme
..res,t$ with the North
"The best part about the sabThese factors can make it more
Cellular-where you get
Amerkan Num~ring
batical was the ability to focus on
• BIYrnEAlsmoM- difficult for professors with families
more for our moue .
PlanAdministration,
what your primary goals were
A5SISTANT
PROVOST
or spouses with professional obliga•
______
tions to uproot for a year, though it
.. wlu.chis e:,q)ected
to fol- while you were there." said Diane
l low the PSC'srecom- _,
Alston, professor of biology at
can be done. Alston took her family
mendatio~
..
USU.
of four. induding a daughter, age 5.
The world', moot popular after••choal learning program!
ThePSCex~
Sabbaticals profit the university because proand a 1 month old son.
numberfusingthe new ·
fessors bring their practical experience back to
"It wasn't bad at all."she said. "In hindsight it
code to be available by
the classroom.
was so worth it"
-A tbeend gf this year.
Alston, an entomologist. spent the 1998-1999
Professors on sabbatical take a 20 percent
□ ·_
· A surge in the "
school year on sabbatical in Oahu, Hawaii,
pay cut for the year, which can also be a difficulKuman helps alud•nla bufld • strong roundallon to, the future
, demand for teler,:ommuwhere she worked at the University of Hawaii
ty, Alstrom said. Often professors make up the
by Improving lhalr math and reading akllla, 11rength•nlng their
•1_
udy habit• and lncre11lng their self -conldenca . To f i nd out
nicatfons services and with locals on insect-related research. Over
difference by writing for grant money from difabout Kumon'a convenient and affordabl e lea , nlng pr ograms ,
_ espeoally'wirele~s
the time she was gone, she was also able to
ferent companies or working out a pay contract
Of' to lind oul ,nore about the Kumon Logan l .. lh amd RHd lng
cantor , ean 1·800-ABC•MATH (1·800-222-6284).
phones.•new busine.ss
make important contacts with people in her
with the company or university they are workI •
lines andsecQnd'home
field and for the university that resulted in
ing with, depending on the nature of the work
lines. for fax mac;:hines··
funding.
they do while on sabbatical. They can't earn
and Internet access "The primary philosophy of sabbaticals is for more than 110 percent of their university salary
-r has American cities
professors to associate with other instructors
with all sources combined, Alstrom said.
I
,J
chopping up area code ·
and research in their field."said Blythe Alstrom,
Terry Sharik, department head of Forest
boundaries with .
assistant provost. "Aprofessor that works all the
Resources, is writing for grants to help fund his
frequency.
time in a lab or class needs practical contacts in
sabbatical leave during the next academic year.
(:-: incr~;,1sing
MATH& READINGCENTERS
LearningHow To Learn"'
<::ityboundaries
their field."
but he said he would go anyway.
along the_Wasatch
·1 think it's so much more meaningful to my
"This university is really, really generous
"· .Frontwere considered
students if I can say, 'I've been here, this is
about sabbaticals." Sharik said. Other universiwhen decidingwhere to ·
where Columbus stood,'" Alstrom said. "You
ties generally pay professors 50 percent of their
assigp. the new area · · .
need personal experience."
salary for the year.
code.
..
Of course sabbaticals are also meant to profit
The university keeps 20 percent of the prollorr Renting Summer tontracts
the PSC considered · •·
professors personally by giving them a respite
fessor's salary to bring in temporary faculty or
making the northern
from university duties to complete projects or
to pay other department faculty to teach an
PII.UI 1:
P11U1 l:
Splifbetween Davis and
research they have been waiting to dig into,
overloaded schedule, making up for the profesIllar .. rMm
Sllued rMm
Weber r,:ounties but ·
Alstrom said.
sor's absence. Each department is responsible to
S400•
foundJhe populatiori in
·rt is an opportunity to go off and recharge
make up for absent professors' class loads.
Prhate rMm
Prhate rMm
. the ..
S451"
the batteries." said Ted Pease, head of the
Professors within a department are usually
· Fairilingtotl/Centetville·· Journalism and Communications department at very cooperative, Alstrom said.
Prices fer the entire summer!
, · ·areais s<>mixed·that · ~
USU. "It's an opportunity not to have everything
"It's certainly give and take." Sharik said.
makingthe .division
Plse goin~ on and focus on your research:
While professors can take a sabbatical once
Contract starts May , and ends August 1f, 1000
between Salt Lake and ·
Pease and his wife, Brenda Cooper, an associ- every seven years, very few go more than once
$125 deposit re~uired
,, Davis,countiesinter~ ,
for reserwation.
ate profe5:lor_in the Journalis,:n£~PH.u,h">1 , .,,,,.., ,prr.
th~ir careers if at all, Als~o~ ~id.
ruµted fewerneighbor.
Communications departmeii.t'..,ml~l\'tlvh'.w~ ,re jivicounting e days: Alston said. Its so
Come •, the office at 777 E. 1000 N. #MS
hoods.
for the coast of northern California where they
worth it. When I'm eligible again I think I will
or call 752-7501
will work on a book they contracted to write
certainly go for a whole year."
Office Hours t:30- 5131 Mon-Fri, 9:30-1:30 Sat
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~Cheapbeercontributes
to STDtransmission
ATLANTA(AP)- Cheap
beer is a leading contributor
to the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases, according to a government report
that says raising the tax on a
six-pack by 20 cents could
reduce gonorrhea by up to 9
· percent.
•
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention study,
released Thursday. compared
changes in gonorrhea rates to
- changes in alcohol policy in all
states from 1981 to 1995. In
" years following beer tax
increases, gonorrhea rates
usually dropped among young
people. The same happened

when the drinking age went
up - as it did in many states
during the 1980s.
"Alcohol has been linked to
risky sexual behavior among
youth . It influences a person·s
judgment and they are more
likely to have sex without a
condom, with multiple partners or with high-risk partners," said Harrell Chesson, a
health economist with the
CDC.
Beer industry lobbyists,
however. said recent statistics
show young people are
already drinking more responsibly, thanks in part to efforts
by brewers.

"Excise taxes have little or
nothing to do with alcohol
abuse in society," said Lori
Levy of The Beer Institute in
Washington . "I think that our
members understand the
importance of educating
young people about how to
make responsible choices once
they're old enough and they
put a lot of money and effort
into those programs ."
Gonorrhea, one of the
most common venereal diseases. was examined in the
CDC study because long-term
statistics are available and the
disease is more evenly spread
among states .

■

Both organizations will be
MumcuITIJRALlooking
for dedicated, disci-

ContinuedfromPage1

.,~ will not be part of the
Panhellenic Council, Mennings
said, and there are no plans for
a Theta Nu Xi house. The girls
will gather where they feel
most comfortable. wherever
. that may be, Mennings said.
.• Existing fraternities and
: .sororities are supportive of the
new organiz.ations.
·1 don't think that they're
: separating themselves at all,"
'. said Danielle Gardner, a mem . ·her of the USU Panhellenic
Council. "It's a way for students
who share the same interests
to get together.·

expected to stay up on their
grades and will be expected to
plined people to join in the fall. serve at least two hours a day
The sorority accepts all people,
in the school library.
Mennings said. However,
Students in the USU
because the focus is somewhat
Multicultural Club began last
more on scholarship than
fall searching for multicultur al
social interests, girls must meet
sororities to bring to USU at
a certain standard of academic
the prompting of Everardo
excellence to join At least a 2.5 Martinez-Inzunza, director of
grade point average is required, Multicultural Student Services.
and prospective members must Originally the idea was to create a sorority and fraternity for
write four essays on various
subjects including what multieach of the minority groups at
culturalism means to them to
USU,but because ther e would
help the sorority understand
not be enough students in each
them better, Mennings said.
group, they came up with the
idea of creating a sorority and
The fraternity has no grade
point average requirements,
fraternity with the specific purbut Finley said once they are
pose of bringing all people
pledged, members will be
together, Mennings said.
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For Oliver Stone, coming home is never easy ...
8YJOHN BALZAR
Los Angeles Times

officers, would reflect on this old conflict and
the meaning-laden, deeply personal cinemagraphic vision they draw from it.
HOLLYWOOD - Sundown, and the heavy
Three films on Vietnam, three perspectives,
curtains are drawn in his Santa Monica office.
three windows into the experience: "Platoon,"
Oliver Stone is freshly showered, his hair
"Born on the Fourth of July," "Heaven and
roughed with a towel. He drops into a stuffed
Earth." Still today, Stone boils with the war.
chair. He calls for wine! He calls for water!
Bui's life and emerging celebrity as a filmFrom a photograph atop a tall cabinet, eyes of
maker rose from the same cataclysm but to difyoung men look down on him. One pair of
ferent ends.
eyes is his own. It was another life back then. A
His tranquil, poetically photographed 1999
film ''Three Seasons" unrolls as
counterpoise to the fiery intensity of Stone's visions. The story
gently enters the lives of three
working-class Vietnamese who
are making their way in postwar Ho Chi Minh City. It was
the first American film shot in
Communist Vietnam. Dialogue
is spoken in Vietnamese, and
only occasionally does the film
connect directly to America
and the war.
In Hollywood, as with many
things involving power and
money. people mark their sta~ tus by how late they can arrive
::sand still hold their audience.
,gBui enters the casual. rough~ wood lobby of Stone's producf. tion offices only 10 minutes
VIET STONE: "You come back,you can't sit in a roomand talk. Your past the appointed time, practival_uesystem is different. Y~u've seen things at the dirtiest level,"
cally prompt. Stone himself
Oliver Stone says of returning from the war.
waits an hour to make his
appearance.
different world. It was Vietnam.
In the interval. Bui talks a little about his
No American filmmaker has drawn from
next project : He is putting into production a
the outrage of his own experience to plunge so second film. written by him and directed by his
deeply. so persistently. so flamboyantly, into
brother, Timothy. Set entirely at the California
the futile war the U.S. waged against commuMarine Corps base at Camp Pendleton. "Green
nism in Southeast Asia.
Dragon" is a tale of a South Vietnamese
Another pair of young eyes is watching
refugee camp a week before the fall of Saigon
Stone. Seated on a chesterfield to his left is a
in April 1975, and for three months after.
man half his age - 27 to Stone's 53. Alert.
''It's the story of our childhoods, in part." he
slightly stiff, his face tender. even admiring.
says.
Tony Bui is a child of the war. a refugee. Like
The brothers hope to have the film finished
Stone , he uses cinema to tear through the
to show at the Sundance Festival. which a year
myths of this past.
ago awarded ''Three Seasons'' the Grand Jury
The idea had been straightforward . Twenty- Prize for drama and the Audience Award.
five years after the U.S. was driven from
Bui. easy with a smile, easy with small talk,
Saigon. Oliver Stone and Tony Bui would meet
shuffles back and forth across the floor. revealfor the first time at the invitation of the Los
ing the anxiety that besets a young filmmaker
Angeles Times. The Vietnam vet and
hoping to make good on the promise of his
Vietnamese American. both sons of military

first work.
out of touch with our generation.
Stone arrives. He lumbers through three
"You know what I'm talking about. You
••
doors to his ocean-facing sequester, which he
come back, you can't sit in a room and talk.
nearly fills with his own bulk and persona. The
Your value system is different. You've seen
next hour passes slowly, even painfully things at the dirtiest level. And people sit
strained. or, if you choose, illuminated. by
there, and they're mostly hypocrites, you
know? They're mostly hypocrites in America ....
Stone's rocket flights of thought.
No. he said. he will not keep matters on
The son of a South Vietnamese Air Force •
track. "Off track is more interesting. If things
captain. Bui was 2 years old when once-proud, ~
get off track. people like that - you do analog.
always lovely Saigon turned convulsive and
began to fall in April 1975. Two weeks ahead
I'll do digital." he says. smiling.
Influenced by Conrad and
Hemingway. and by his father. a World
War II lieutenant colonel. Stone concedes youthful romanticism about war.
John Wayne shaped his views too. "John
Wayne, -Sands of lwo Jima.' as a kid I
loved it."
All that is gone now. replaced by bottomless cynicism. Wars. at the root. "are
motivated by greed, profit. money. The
Vietnam War was a totally symbolist
event. It was surreal. I mean. it was a
very important event. It grew in importance afterward. It showed that America
was vulnerable. The elephant could be
defeated by the ant.
"Little did we know what we were
getting into. So for me. at the beginning.
it was a great adventure. My parents had
divorced . I had no life in America. I was
writing a book. I went to Vietnam with
romantic ideas, you see."
That was the first time. He taught at VIET FILMS: "My parents (tried) to talk to me about the
war and about Vietnam, while I tried to push it away," Tony
a Catholic school in Saigon. It was 1965
Bui says.
·
and the war was heating up. but
of North Vietnamese tanks, Mom, Dad , Bui
America had innocence and arrogance to burn.
Then Stone traveled and finished his selfand his 5-year-old brother, Timothy Linh Bui,
fled the country . It was to be a short exile.
conscious book about himself. It was rejected
by publishers . It was now 1967. Downcast. he
The Bui family expected to go no farther than
returned to Vietnam as a soldier.
perhaps Guam . Things would work out. calm
would return to Saigon. The Buis would come
"I was very suicidal. but I couldn't pull the
trigger on myself. So I figured, hey, let somehome.
But calm did not return to the renamed Ho
body else kill me if it's meant. I insisted on the
front lines - they made me cut point likein
Chi Minh City. Guam was only a first stop on
- Platoon.' I tell you, I wanted to go to the botthe long retreat . Eventually, the Buis were
tom of the barrel. I wanted to see how bad it
brought to the mainland and processed
through the disorienting refugee system. They
could get. Then I could only believe in myself
resettled in California.
as a person. That was authentic.
"Because New York City was not authentic.
"For me. there was always this weird tug of •
Yale University was not authentic. And those
war: my parents trying to talk to me about the •
war and about Vietnam, while I tried to push it
are the people who are running the country
right now. you understand? And I don't mean
away." Bui says about the next 17 years of his
to be self-pitying, but (Vietnam veterans) are so life.
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Buy any large pizza at menu price and recieve
UP TO THREE LARGE 1-TOPPING PIZZAS for
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